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Top dollars: Highest
paid college officials
$2 17,5 19. Floyd is also the former director
for the Center for Black Music Research,
where he now serves as a consultant.
The highest paid head of an academic
department was Zafra Lerman, from the college's Institute for Science Education and
Science Communication , who earned
$196,882, with a benefits package of more
than $50,000. Both Lerman's salary and
benefits were s lightly up from the last tax
year, in which she earned a little more than
$ 192,000 in pay.
Columbia's Executive Vice President Bert
Gall received a large raise in both salary and
benefits, bringing home $167,308 in pay
with a benefits package of $48,5 19. In the
previous tax year, Gall earned more than
$ 149,000 in salary and $43,000 in benefits.
Also this tax year, Gall had an expense and
allowance account of nearly $4,000.
Also receiving a s ignificant j ump in compensation was R. M ike DeSalle, the college's
vice president of Finance. DeSalle went
from earning more than $1 38,000 in 19992000 to earning $ 164,6 13 w ith benefits of
$47,738, for the 2000-2001-tax year.
This year, making the list for the first time
was Woodie T. White, Columbia's vice president of the Office o f Institutional
Advancement, who took in a little over
$ 160,000 with a benefits package of nearly
$45,000.
A lso, making the list for the first time and
receiving a large raise in pay was Mark
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Last tax year's biggest
breadwinners-11 administrators and department heads
By Ryan Adair
Co-Editor-in-Chief
Many of the college administrators and
academic personnel on Columbia's highest
paid list are back from last year. A few new
additions, however, with large pay raises,
joined the top-rated ranks.
Information obtained from IRS 990 tax
forms documented the salaries of the highest
paid college officials from the 2000 tax year,
which began in September 2000 and ended
in August 200 I , the latest tax date available
from the college. The 990 form is the tax
report that nonprofit organizations, such as
Columbia, are required to file with the IRS.
Columbia President Warrick L. Carter
earned $282,38 1 in that time frame, with a
benefit package of more than $8 1,000, in
addition to an expense and allowance
account totaling $90, 167. The salary and
benefits do not reflect Car ter's li ving
arrangements. He and his wife reside in the
college's offic ial presidential mans ion, an
8,000-square-foot to wnhouse in Chicago's
Gold Coast neighborhood.
For the tax year of 1999 to 2000, Carter
received nearly $ 146,000 for his initial seven
months in office.
The second highest paid official was
Samuel Floyd, former provost and vice president of Academic Affairs, earning

See

Salaries,

page
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A Midnight Circus juggler performs at the Daley Center as part of the Sixth
Annual Chicagoween Festival at Pumpkin Plaza, which runs through Oct. 31.

Columbia's Highest Paid Administrators, Educators

Dr. Warrick L.Carter

$282,381

Dr. Sam A. Floyd

Dr. Zafra Lerman

$217,519

$196,882

Be rt G a ll

R. Michael DeSalle

$167,308

$164,613

Salary
1. Warrick L . Carter ,
President
2. Sam Floyd,
Former ProvosW.P. Academic Affalrs
3. Zafra Lerman,
Department head, Science Institute
4. Bert Gall,
Executive V.P.
5. R. Michael DeSalle,
V.P. Rnance
6. Woodie T. White,
V.P. lnsitutional Advancement
7. Mark Kelly,
V.P. Student Affair
8. Phillip J , Klukoff,
Former V.P. Continuing Education
9 . J, Dennis Rich,
Chair, Management
10. Cheryl Johnson-Odim,
Dean, School of Uberal Arts and Sciences
11. Steve Kapelke,
Provost

$282,38 1

Benefits
$8 1,442

$217,5 19

$59,78 1

$ 196,882
$ 167,308

Salary
$ 145,833*

Benefits
$42,292

N/A

$2 19,379

$53,179

N/A

$53,796

N/A

$192,134

$52,419

N/A

$48,5 19

$3,958

$149,067

$43,230

N/A

$40,097

NIA

$3 1,164

N/A

Expenses
$90, 167

Expenses
$48,314

$164,613

$47,738

N/A

$ 138,266

$160,338

$44,765

N/A

$ 11 3,436

$152,000

$44,080

N/A

$92,067

$26,699

N/A

$33,626

N/A

$34,357

N/A

$140,627

$32,830

N/A

$ 143,37 1

$138,211

$36,785

NIA

$ 129,839

$131,033

$34,703

NIA

Not on previous list

$70,833

$20,542

N/A

Not on previous list

Source: IRS 990 tax fonn
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Part 4 in the Campus
Safety Series deals with tips for
students
By Angela Caputo
Assistant Editor

99-00

00-01

Keeping
safe while
on campus

*Salary reflects seven months in office

South Loop-area campuses have recently
increased security and safety o utreach to arm
the community against crime and help students. faculty and staff maintain their personal safety and security.
Safety awareness seminars have more than
tripled at Columbia this fall. com pared w ith
last year. ··Now we arc putting educat io n on
the fo refront," sa id M artha Meegan.
Columbia ·s director of campus safety. w ho
hopes all new students will attend one of the
scm1nars.
According to Sgt. Bi ll O' Reilly. of the
Chicago Police Department, taking safety
measures is the best way to avoid being victimized. O' Reilly warns students to always
walk in groups, never take shortcuts thro ugh
alleyways, avoid dark places and if you feel
uneasy, change d irection and go to a public
place. And always trust your instincts.
"Do n' t assume that you ' ll be more safe in
the afternoon. Look at the sexual assaults.''
See Safety, page
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PUS NEWS
Film series screens student
and faculty scary movies
This Wednesday's series will feature a screening and discussion with the new full-time faculty
members in the Film and Video Department: animator, Ron Fleischer, director/screenwriter, Lisa
Gottlieb and director/screenwriter, Michael Taav at
6 p.m. followed by Scary Tense Horror Fright films
at 8 p.m. by students and faculty in the department.
The event is in screening Room 302 at the 1104
S. Wabash Ave. building. For more information
call (31 2) 344-6708. The screenings and discus-
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car eer in film and television
The associate producer for the White House
post-production house, Sandra Gordon, will be on
campus to discuss her new book, Action!

Establishing Your Career in Film and Television
Production. Gordon will lecture on Monday, Oct.
28, at 6:30 p.m. in the 1104 S. Wabash Ave. building, Room 302.
All are welcome to this event, which is sponsored by the Columbia Career Center for Arts and
Media and the Film and Video Department. For
more information, call (312) 344-7620.
Former recruiting

director

slated to share job insights
The Television Arts Society group affiliated with
Columbia's Television Department will host the
Best of Tech I. The event will take place on Nov.
1. Come for the reception at 6 p.m . screenings
begin at 7 p.m., in the 600 S. Michigan Ave.
building on the 15th floor in Studio A.

Hokjn Gallery (623 S. Wa bash Ave.)
Title : S ketc hy
Exhibition of student, faculty and staff sketch books
Dates: Oct. 30 - Nov. 21
Hokjn A nnex (623 S. Wabash Ave.)
Title: Optic Verse
Exhibition of student poetry from participants of
the poetry program in the English Department.
Dates: Oct. 30 - Nov. 21
C33 Soace (33 E. Congress Park way)
Title: Dia De los Muertos
Day of the Dead Altar Exhibition
Dates: Oct. 30 - Nov. 21
Recept ion: Nov. 1, 3 p.m.
The following are groups and artists that will
build altars:
Latino Alliance of Columbia College
Art from the private collection of Mark Kelly
Latino Art Beat
Street Level Yo uth Media
Jose Corona
Likalee and Raquel Nunez
Ruben de Santiago
Elvia Rodriguez and Pros Art Studio
Gisell Mercier and Senior Seminar
Jenny Priego
Rube n de Santiago
qtass Cyrtajn Gallery (1104 S. Wabash Ave.)
Title: The Chronicle of the Schizophrenic
and his Reluctant He lpers
Dates: Now through Nov. 22
Re ception: Nov. 1, 5- 8 p.m.
A photo documentary and writing collaboration
by James Syme and Peter von Ziegesar.
A documentation of a man's life in Ameri ca, one
man lost, with few friends.

If yo u have an upcoming event or
announcement, please call the Chronicle's
news desk at (312) 344-7255.

Brian MorowczynskoChrooicle

Chicago Sun-Times photographer and Columbia instructor John H. White lectures the Photo Journalism II class
In the college's Photography Department.

Salaries
Continued from Front Page
Kelly, vice president of Student Affairs, who earned
$152,000-up significantly from the previous tax year's
salary of $92,067. Kelly's benefits also nearly doubled,
totaling $44,080 for the most recent tax year.
Philip Klukoff, former associate vice president of
Continuing Education and current faculty member in the
)Educational Studies Department, had his salary and benefits decrease slightly from more than $143,000 to just
overS 140,000 in pay and benefits of $33,626 falling to
$32,830.
One of the highest paid department chairs was J.
Dennis Rich, chairperson of the Arts, Entertainment and
Media Management Department. Rich recei ved a
healthy pay from almost S130,000 in 1999-2000 to
$138,2 11 in salary for thi s past tax year. Rich's benefits
also climbed from more than $34,000 to nearly $37,000.
Making the list for the first time, as well, was newly

appointed Dean of the School of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, Cheryl Johnson-Odim, who took in $131 ,033
in salary and earned a benefits package of $34,703.
Johnson-Odim is the only non-acting, permanent dean
out of the college's four schools that house the various
academic departments.
Rounding out the list was Columbia's current provost
and vice president of Academic Affairs, Steve Kapelke,
who earned $70,833 with benefits of $20,542.
Those who didn't make the cut this year but appeared
on last year's highest paid list include former r.ollege
president John B. Duff, who received more than
$200,000 in the previous tax year, in addition to
S143,000 in benefits.
Also missing were Theater Department Chair Sheldon
Patinkin and Paul J. Johnson, director of Columbia's
Human Resources.

Safety
Continued from Front Page
Meegan said, referring to two South
Loop sexual assaults that occurred at
4 p.m.
" If you see a suspicious person
don't try to confront them," said
Robert Fitzpatrick, director of campus safety and security at Roosevelt
Univers ity.
Alert security i f you see a suspicious person on campus, said Derrick
Nelson, director of security at
Columbia; or call 9 11, O' Reilly said.
" Never put yourse lf in one-to-one
contact with someone who could
j eopardize your personal safety,"
Meegan said.
Following two South Loop sexual
assaults in September and October,
student awareness is heightened .
" You don' t know who to trust and
who not to trust. I keep my guard up
at all times," said Tiata Johnson, 25,
Columbia advertising student.
Individuals can avoid victimization
by making cautious decisions and
being aware of their surroundings
and project confidence in their ability
to protect themselves.
" Don't act like a victim, it's a frame
of mind, an attitude. If you wa lk
down the street wi th confidence,
knowing where you're going with
your keys in your hand you arc less

likely to be victimized," Fitzpatrick
said.
Columbia's security officers connect students who feel their safety is
in jeopardy with a police escort as
needed. Additionally, emergency call
boxes, located on every floor in each
of Columbia's buildings, will connect
people with a campus security officer
who will immediately call
police- in crisis situations.
And the police never seem far away.
" I sec cops on every comer," said
Johnathan Lalla, 20, Columbia marketing communications major.
"There arc more cops in the public
eye here than where I live."
Between bike, foot and auto patrol
police, there arc usually at least 15
officers on duty within a two-block
radius of Columbia at any time during the day. At night the number of
officers decreases to around I 0.
Protecting personal property is
another important part of avoiding
victimization.
On Columbia's campus then is the
most commonly reported crime. Last
year there were 29 personal thcll
cases. where items were stolen.
reported from September through
November alone, from student, stntr
und faculty.

VISIT US ON THE WEB AT
WWW.COLUMBIACHRONICLE.COM

The number of personal property
thefts is expected to rise in upcoming
months. "Crime is always going up
near the holidays," Nelson said,
" because people need money for the
holidays."
"It doesn' t maner how long you
leave your things unattended. It can
happen very quickly," Meegan said.
Stolen items often surface in the
lost and found, according to campus
security. " You would be surprised to
see how often we find the backpack
or the purse, or whatever is stolen. It
may not have the cash but a lot of
times the credit cards arc still there,"
Nelson said.
"People need to be aware of their
surroundings to protect themselves
even on campus," Meegan said.
According to M eegan people have
the misconception that they're totally
safe because they are in school, and
don' t always practice caution.
Johnson agrees. "I feel more unsafe
outside the school than inside the
school," she said. "When I'm outside
I feel that safety is my responsibility
but when I'm in school I feel like it's
the schools responsibil ity."

Next week in the
Campus Safety
Series: Campus

Panhandling

October 28, 2002
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Columbia sets a date
for calendar overhaul
The proposal reads: "Unfortunately, the current calendar places students under severe educational and
financial disadvantages, and handicaps the college in
efforts to generate revenue from summer programming and January (J-term) programming."
According to Garfield, Columbia originally began
By Lisa Balde
its late-start calendar as a way to benefit both the students
and the college. It was implemented in the
Staff Writer
hopes that students at other schools who changed
Anyone who is n' t happy about the school year thei r minds and withdrew early in their semesters
starti ng the last week of September and ending the would easily be able to transfer to Co lumbia.
But with the Columbia name becoming better
following June will final ly get to see a change in
2005.
known and the school's enrollment increasing, the
Two weeks ago, the Board o f Trustees voted in current calendar's negative effect on students outfavor of changing the current academic calendar to a weighs the college's financial need.
"We are many students' first choice college now,"
more "traditional" calendar that would- like that of
most other colleges and universities-run from Garfield said. "We don't have to pick up what other
August to May.
schools left behind."
Kapelke's proposal outlined a number of reasons
The change will allow the first semester to end
before holiday break in December instead of being for why the calendar should be changed. For exampostponed until three weeks after the break ends. ple, it was stated that there were considerable "finanAlso, students will be released from their second cial burdens" put on students who reside out of state
and have to pay extra money to return for the three
semester studies early in May instead of June.
The idea for the change was approved this past extra weeks after the holiday and then to go back
June by the College Council, but thoughts concern- home for the three-week period between semesters.
Also according to the proposal, Columbia students
ing a calendar change date back much farther than
face difficulty obtaining internships- which, by the
that.
According to Associate Provost Jan Garfield, even time students get released from the spring term, are
when Columbia President Warrick L. Carter was still often already taken by students from schools with
in the interview process for his current position, earl ier semester breaks. The proposal even s uggested that financial aid
teachers were already making demands for him to
consider changing the schedule. Such demands were would be easier to obtain and that academic partnerpresented mostly to avoid the fall semester split, ships with institutions would be easier to attract.
which forces students to finish up the last three
Of course, many students currently attending
weeks of the semester after they come back from Columbia may not be around for the calendar switch
in 2005. But school officials have indicated that it
winter break in December.
"Faculty members found that the disruption of the takes time to coordinate yearly systems and services
holidays was working against their abil ity to teach," to fit a new calendar.
Garfield said.
" It's like turning around an oil tanker," Garfield
Suzanne Blum Malley, an English professor and said. "And it's not just routines tied to the calendar
director of the English as a Second Language pro- that need to be changed. It's the textbook ordering,
tenure deadlines, hiring dates, teacher evaluations
gram, agreed.
"[The calendar change] wi II greatly enhance my that a ll need to be considered."
No matter when the change will take place, many
teach!ng. You lose a lot of g round, momentum and
engagement because of the break," said Blum students said they are pleased with it.
"! think it's a beautiful thing because it'll let a lot
Malley. "And [after the break], by the time you get
back what you lost, the semester is over."
of people take advantage of summer programs," said
Brea Hayes, a sophomore theater major. "My comIn response to these concerns, in September 2001
Carter asked Provost Steve Kapelke to put together a munity college has already started [summer] classes
comm ittee to review the current academic calendar.
before l get home around June I ."
"I'm a transfer student, and we started in August
That committee-made up of Acting Vice
President of Student Affairs Mark Kelly, Vice and ended in April [at my former school]," said junPresident of Finance Mike DeSalle and Assistant ior broadcast journalism major Jessica Lane. "! preVice President of Research and Planning Anne E. fer [the change], because all summer jobs start in
Foley- researched the pros and cons of Columbia's May, and everything's filled by the time you get out
late-start schedu le. On Oct. 7 they finally released a [of school] ."
Similarly, others said they dislike having to wait
proposal to change it . ·
Their research, accord ing to the proposal, found out the last month of September before school starts.
that the current calendar did not best suit the needs of Jeff Phillips, a freshman theater student said, "We
students, teachers and facu lty and that it indeed need- start a month after every other school and all my
ed to be changed.
friends are gone by then."

0
Adapting to m ore standard
schedule promises to be a long and
complicated process, say officials

Columbia artists honored in Hokin
0
Art and Photography students
receive awards at honors reception
By Pollna Goldshteln
Staff Writer
Outstanding artistic achievements from Columbia
students were featured at the recent IOth Annual Hokin
Honors Reception on Oct. 3.
The invitational exhibit showcased work by fine arts
and photography majors nominated by Columbia faculty. From this pool of work, Columbia alumni arts
professionals selected three &rand prize winners and
two honorable mentions.
Sarah Zimmer took the first place and a $3,000 prize
for her installation "Crooked Inheritance." The installation is a wall made out of plastic ci nder blocks with
black and white pictures of children from the Middle
East and other places.
Children on those pictures were ho lding guns, depicted in poverty, sadness, and grief. To Zimmer this work
meant representing the children who are brought up in
violence and hate, with a "wall" bui It between them
and their neighbors.
·
" I wanted to show by my work that people in the
Middle East are losing their children to violence by
keeping the fighting unresolved," Zimmer said. She
plans to spend the money she won paying off debts.
Zimmer also won first place last year for her "Passing
Through" art piece.
The second place winner with a $2,000 prize was
Irena Knezevic with her dyptich "Siothissima" which
is part of a series of small wall installations titled
" People as Countries in Political Situations."

According to Knezevic, the word "sloth" serves as a
base for a new grammatical superlative that is formed
by adding Latin suffix "issima" for the singular of feminine superlative.
" It describes a power that collapses from its own size,
beautiful, but opportunistic," Knezevic said.
The fi rst part of the installation consisted of a studded diamond noose in front of a linear velum drawing

See Hokin, page 6

Georgia Evdoxiadis
Co-Editor-in-Chief
She used to be Katie Ce lani . She was young. pregnant and a copy ed itor at the Col umbia Chronicle. In
April of 2000, she wrote a commentary criticizing
reparations for slavery and encountered a fiery back lash as a res ult. At its apex, Celani had to be escorted
to her car on her way from the paper's offices.
Letters were written, insults hurled and eventually
most people forgot about the incident. But it is clear
that what happened to her is an example of what is
becoming more and more common: censorship of
conservative viewpoints on college campuses.
On Oct. 3, the State University of New York at
Albany's conservative independent publication, The
College Standard magazine, lost 1,000 copies (out of
a 4,000-copy run) in one day. The next day an additional 750 magazines were stolen.
Scott Barca, publisher, told the Student Press Law
Center he thinks that they were taken because of the
publication's criticism of the New York Public
Interest Group, a liberal activist organization.
At the University of California at Berkeley in
February, 3,000 copies of The California Patriot were
stolen from the College Republicans' offices. It
appears the fracas began w hen the Patriot called a
radical Hispanic organization a "student-funded hate
group." Patriot staffers have said they even received
death threats.
Last year at Columbia, Rachel Perotta and the
activist group On the Ground threatened to steal
copies of the Chronicle off the racks to protest an
article on their group that did not run. They also put
up photocopies of a Chronicle cartoon about the
Middle East with the word "racist" scrawled across
it.
How did this happen? When have liberals decided
that the media was theirs-and only theirs- to use?
A si milar incident occurred in 200 I when the
Chronicle published the paper with an anti-abortion
ad inserted in the middle. A major advertiser at the
college then threatened the paper with the withdrawal
of a $!0,000 advertising account in protest of the ad.
It was an advertisement. An organization paid for it
to be put in. And people complained as if it had run
with the Chronicle's stamp of approval on it.
But even if it had, even if every writer and editor at
the Chronicle was anti-abortion, anti-reparations,
anti-affirmative action and pro-death penalty, what
would be the problem , exactly? Is it wrong to express
controversial o r even conflicting views on an issue?
How is it that uni versiti es- once free speech's greatest defenders -have become places where real, tough
opinions can only be expressed in private?
Why is it that a liberal paper can call someone any
manner of names, impune their reputation, call them
racist or sexist or hawkish or stupid, but the instant a
conservative turns the verbal tables, she is attacked
as if she were Adolf Hitler?
Speaking of Hitler, I hate Ann Coulter. She is the
Republican col umni st who regularly insults gays,
minorities and feminists and is a scourge on the face
of the earth. l find her w riting morally repugnant.
But, in some strange way, I'm glad she's around. It 's
a sign that our country is something we all want it to
be: free.
As a d isgustingly liberal pre-journalist, with a heart
that bleeds profusely, l want to make something clear
to my conservat ive contempora ries-not all liberals
are intolerant. Some of us live for the witty confrontation that takes place on the pages of newspapers and on televisions every day. We like that there
are mean, nasty- yet funny-conservatives (Coulter,
Chris Matthews, Rush Limbaugh, Bill O'Reilly) j ust
as we like that there are mean, nasty- yet funnyliberals (Bill Maher, Michael Moore, Noam
Chomsky).
What Perona and On the Ground had failed to
notice in their anger over what they perceived as proIsraeli coverage, was my commentary that ran the
week before the "racist" cartoon. It was decidedly
pro- Palestinian, and l never got a word o f slander in
response.
Whatever some liberals think, the score is fairly
even. There are enough of us to keep things honest.
Arguments shouldn 't threaten a person's beliefsthey s hould strengthen and develop them. We all benefit from challenges.
So to a ll those conservatives out there, especially
the ones like Celani who speak their minds: Keep it
up. I mean it- ! like you guys. But don't bring this
up again, or I'll deny I ever said it.
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Everything Photographic Since 1899
Third Generation .
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Same Family Ownership

10.

LOWEST
PRICES
EVERYDAYI
PLUS AN ADDITIONAL

5%oFF
FOR ALL STUDENTS
& ALL FACULTY

On ~ost Products F~ ;
AUDIO, DV, or VIDEO
T APE; PAPER; CHEMISTRY;
& OTHER SUPPLY Purchas~s .

Planned Parenthood's Loop Area Health Center
offers tons of services to help keep you healthy.
• contraceptio n methods and counseling
• emergency contraception (EC)
• sexually transmitted infection testing and treatment
• ro utine gynecologica l services includ ing:
·pelvic exams ·pap smea~

·problem care

• HIV counseli ng and testing
• pregnancy testi ng
• information about prenatal care, adoption, and abortion
-and we're right around the corner!

So call today, and make time in your
back-to-school schedule for your health.

Planned Parenthood Chicago Area
l oop Area Health Center
18 S. Michigan Avenue - 6th Floor
312-592-6700
rF.i1 Pla_nned P<I re nthood~
~

t..htco go area

I
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• Free pregnancy tests
• Free ultrasound

CALlTODAY!

• No appointment
necessary

Loop Center
104 S. Michigan
1-888-AM I PREG

• Someone to talk
to 24 hours a day

Also located in:
Belmont
Humboldt Park
Oak Park

:.fJ!g;.st ,:~i ~ou~~tTe~~re
~ ·-::.:~~~;x~~~~:~·f~;~}'

Pregnancy Centers

-888-AM I PREG
www.careonecenters.com

*

UGHTS••••

CAMERA••••

ACTION!

TAKE ~07. IFF YIUI-OIIEI
urttil11/1

Not valid on Sale items or rental items. Bring this ad in for YCA/1" discount.

Television, film and
-studio for rent

*

with all the goodies included!

auerbach@digilogelectronics.com

At the Talent Ex change you can :
• attend or present at pitch sessions
• show your portfolio
• exchange your business card with interested potential "clients" and col labo rators
• nosh and chat while "working " the room
meet fellow students who might be the "missing link" to make a project fly

Thursday
Oct ober 31 2002
11 am -3pm
Conaway
Cente r
1104 S Wabash

RECEIVED
OCT 2 9 2002
COL UMBIA
COLLEGE LffiRARY
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Safety issues arise-Online cat~lo~ arrives
•
at Columbia library
~esfi~~a~i~~oc~~!· s~~~~~~ ~~ c~~~ac~
at sGA meetI ng
0

0
Nine senators needed to
fill spots will be chosen at next
official meeting
By Lisa Balde
Staff Writer
Columbia's Executive Vice President Bert
Gall made a guest appearance at the Student
Governme nt Association meeting last
Tuesday to address the senate on campus
safety.
Two weeks ago, the SGA voiced its concerns invol vi ng safety and sec urity at
Columbia, and they asked for administrative
support in following through on efforts to
improve the school's situation.
During his 30-minute discussion with the
senate. Gall said that although the school's
security isn"t ··completely satisfactory," it is
constantly being altered, refi ned and
improved . He also stressed the difference
between the security systems and procedures used to protect the campus and the
actual degree of safety within a campus.
According to Gall. safety in schools is a
combination of the quality of the environment and how physically safe students feel
learning in that environment. As part of the
process to improve the quality of safety,
Columbia recently brought in "sophisticated
security consultants" to evaluate its methods
of security. Gall said the consultants indicated ·•at-risk" areas around campus and
proposed solutions to tighten them.
A couple of the ways Columbia has
al ready enhanced its security include
installing emergency phones on every floor
of every building and setting aside approximately $10,000 each month for security

Hokin
Continued from Page 3
that imitates Louis' . XVI star of absolute
monarchy. The second part of the installation
was the actual full length portrait of
"Slothissima," her head turned away, looking
harmless and content.
"I was always fascinated by airports and subways, so I went there as started messing up
with camera," said Brian Boline about his
S1,000 third-prize winning untitled photography. It included two pictures of an airport, one
of a walking escalator with a person's reflection walking towards the camera, and another
of an underpass with a light from a bus going
by overshadowing it. The third picture was of

Website updated

response within 24 hours.
1f the information provided via ee lectronics. Also, a police car patrols the
mail is not enough, the website also
campus daily.
Students who have visited the has online forms for requesting
Gall seemed receptive to SGA suggestions
Columbia College Library website research consultations, which are oneto bring back a shuttle service for students to . since August 2002 may have noticed on-one sessions with students. Faculty
use, especially at night, for transportation
that it has been complete ly members can also schedule sessions
between campus buildings and their cars or
redesigned. The new site offers serv- with the whole class that correspond
the train. He said that there used to be a bus
ices resources and an online catalog with particular assignments.
for residence center occupants but only a
that' students can use without leaving
According to Alverson the sessions
few chose to actually use it.
can help students not only discover
the comfort of their homes.
"I'd be happy to resurrect that service if
"We like to call the website our vir- what the library offers, but also develthere's enough interest to do it," he said.
tual library," said Jessica Alverson, op research strategies. In the future
The SGA plans to invite Gall back to sevelectronic resource librarian, about the library plans to include Chat
eral of its meetings, in order to work with
the product of a year of work and Reference Services that would make
him in improving the safety and security at
planning.
communication between students and
Columbia.
According to Jo Cates, director of library workers even speedier.
Lott Hill, the college/community liaison
the library, the old website was
Another new feature on the website
for the Office of Community Arts
designed fo r librarians and very is its services for graduate students,
Partnerships, also spoke at the meeting to
sophisticated library users. "It was which are similar·to the research conannounce an opportunity for students to
difficult to use, it was difficult to sultations but are designed to help
train others in civil dialogue.
enter, it was difficult to navigate, and graduate students with their theses.
According to Hi II, over the past I 0- I 5
"We encourage them to schedule
that defeats all the purposes of a webyears, there has been a decrease in civic
site," she said. "We asked ourselves research sessions," said Renee
interest on college campuses around the
'What are students likely to need and McHenry, head of reference, who said
United States. In order to change. that, the
she believes graduate students are
how can they get it very fast?"'
National Campaign for Student Civic
The new site features an easy-to-use more likely to take advantage of the
Engagement is offering workshops for stuonline catalog with options for search- services than undergraduate students
dents to learn civic dialpgue skills so that all
ing the catalogs of 44 academic because they have more time for
issues can be talked about for the purpose of
libraries that are partners in a research.
putting solutions into action.
"We work together with the thesis
statewide consortium Illinois Library
Hill said the program is looking for about
Computer Systems Organization. The advisers," said McHenry. "Our library
six Columbia students to participate in the
libraries share a database called Illinet has SO different databases but there
first round of training, which will take place
Online, which allows students to are much more out there. We can open
within the next month.
search each library database without the doors to other libraries and
During a closed session at the end of the
leaving the Columbia website.
resources."
meeting, the SGA interviewed candidates
In order to become part of the conHellen Mayienda, a fashion design
interested in one. of the nine empty seats left
sortium, the Columbia library had to major who doesn't have Internet
on the Senate. But, due to the limited
switch to a new library system vendor access at home, said she spends sigamount of time taken mostly by scheduled
called Voyager, which uses the nificant time at the library. "The new
speakers, members moved to adjourn before
Internet to link all libraries. The tech- website is more organized and there is
votes could be cast. New senators will be
nology gives Columbia students the much more information than before,"
announced at the next meeting on Oct. 29.
opportunity to request materia ls she said.
" It is good," said Maria Gonzalez, a
online and have them delivered to
Columbia's library. The new service, broadcast journalism major. "The
interlibrary loans, takes up to I 0 days computers are a little slow, but the
'
and does not include any additional website is OK."
charges. A quick click on the website
Because they are aware of students'
informs students whether or not their hectic schedules, library officials
want to convey the message tl:at the
loan has arrived.
"I wanted to show by my
Library users can also use the sys- library is not a space anymore. "It is
tern to do research, check the status of human, online and print resources and
work that people in the
their accounts or renew books up to ideally all those resources are accessiMiddle East are losing their
four times, according to Alverson.
ble in any number of formats," Cates
To do so they need to have previ- said. "The more we can automate, the
children to vio lence by keep- ously
checked out a book from the more we will."
ing the fighting unresolved,"
library or they need to request to be
"The library is not the physical
added into the system .
building; it is the collection and
-Sarah Zimmer
Once on the website, users can take knowledge
we
have,"
added
advantage of other new services such McHenry. The library is offering
a vibrant red light from a train passing in the
as the Get Research Help and the Ask- drop- in sessions every Tuesday,
subway. Boline hopes to include these pictures
a-Librarian e-mail reference service. Wednesday and Thursday at both
in a bigger work he plans for the future. He
Get Research Help is a whole new 12:30 p.m. and 5:30p.m. until the end
wants to spend the prize money on a new camsection that gives users tips on how to of October. The 20-minute sessions
era or a computer.
work with different tools and subject are designed to introduce students to
Paul Chiemmongkoltiop received an honorareas. If any questions arise in the the website and its catalog.
able mention and a $500 prize for his graphic
design. It consisted of two posters representing
a commentary on concepts of liberty and freedom in the United States.
The first poster featured a poem on the Statue
national average at private institutions
0
Columbia costs still
of Liberty, written partially in English in a
of$6,779.
lower
than
average
typeface described tlie artist as Asian. The secThe study also revealed that student
ond poster was a hypo-graphic treatment of an
aid has increased dramatically: a record
excerpt from a poem by a Vietnamese$90 billion for the 2001-2002 school
By Katie Walsh
American that takes the shape of the Statue of
year- with the increases in grant
Commentary Editor
Liberty, which is represented by an Asian
money toppling the increase in loan aid
According to a national study, tuition for the second straight year.
woman. " I wanted to show how Asian minoriand fees at four-year private institutions
ties in United States arc seeing such concepts
Many believe this is good news for
like Columbia increased an average of students struggling to make ends meet
of liberty and freedom, and how those connearly 6 percent for the current school at private institutions.
cepts affect their lives," Chiemmongkoltiop
year.
said.
"'Today's announcement of a record
In its annual study of college costs, amount of financial aid is promising for
Patrick Gipson took the second honorable
the
College
Board-a
national
nonmention for his photographic series "Double
America's students, but we must do
profit organization that promotes col- more to ensure that college remains
Exposure." " I started this project in class last
lege education- reported a 5.8-perccnt affordable, and that more students who
semester, jus! experimenting and trying to see
jump at private schools.
how much I can fit on one negative," Gipson
have the preparation and desire, have
Meanwhile at Columbia, full-time access to higher education," Gaston
said. The first of the lhree pictures was a picstudents faced a tuition increase of 9.5 Caperton, the College Board president
lure of a subway, with people walking and an
percent for the current school year. said in a press release early last week.
exposure of a transit map on top of it. The secTuition increased $ 1,200 to slightly
ond picture showed a stonm and clouds over
Caperton also said that students
more
than $14,000 the current year. should realize that the high cost of eduLake Michigan coming from behind, covering
Mandatory fees raised the cost of a cation is little compared to the opportu!he woods in !he foreground . The third picture
Columbia education by slightly more nity students have after obtaining a colshowed a basketball court, lit by the sunset,
than I 0 percent.
wilh roses on top of it. Gipson wants to spend
lege education.
Columbia's overall cost, however, is
his money on a trip to Canada, where he plans
The College Board stressed that colsignificantly less than the average four- lege graduates on average make more
to take more pictures for his next project.
year private institution which is than $I million during their entire proThe winners' work will be included in
$ 18,273.
Columbia's penmanent artwork collection and
fessional lives and that jobs which
In other findings, Columbia's student don't require degrees are being elimidisplayed throughout the college.
housing costs are comparable to the nated at a quicker rate every year.

By Ana Hrlstova
Staff Writer

Tuition rises 5% nationally

Dwayne M Thomas/Chromcle

Hokin Gallery assistant Krystal Conerly and
Martyna Klimek Install work by artist Tim Vall
u part of the next exhibit, 'Sketchy,' wfllch
follows the Hokln Honors Exhibition.
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UIC anti-war student group
speaks out against Bush
By Irene Castaneda
UIC Today
(U-WIRE) CHICAGO-As the Bush administration continues to initiate a war against Iraq,
the University o f Il linois-Chicago student
organization UIC No War - j oined by the
Muslim Women Student Association and the
Service Employees International Union encouraged UIC students to voice their opinions about
the potential war, during a protest held in the
UIC quad last Wednesday.
The protest served as an open-mic sess ion, in
which supporters and nonsupporters of the war
in Iraq were given the opportunity to be heard
by fellow students and faculty. Nearly I00 students observed, as various members o f UNW,
MWSA and SEIU ·s poke about their o pposition
to the war. "I call you [students) to join us in a
vocalized oppos ition to this war," shouted one
student as he addressed.the congregation.
The discussion was initiated by UNW and
MWSA in order to increase student awareness
about the salient issues affecting both the citizens of the United States and citizens of other
countries in the world. UNW believes that more
UIC students should be concerned with protecting the interest of the world, and not only those
of the United States.
In addition, students like Dennis Kosuth,
organizer of the protest, believe that through
open forum sessions and protests, students wiII
increase their interest in a subject that they may
previous ly have thought they had no control
over. He notes that college students play a crucial role in the decision-making policies of the
United States. "The goal of the forum is to
encourage students and faculty to listen ... mass
demonstrations do work and we need to do our
job here in the United States and at UIC."
Kosuth, like all members of UNW, strongly
opposes the war in Iraq, commenting that the
war -is based on the United States interest only.
"This war isn't merited in any way, and students need to learn the facts about what a disaster the aftermath of this so-called war, wi ll be."
Student and member of MWSA Sabah Khan
was also present at the protest and said that
more UIC students should take an interest in the
• causes and effects of the war.
"People aren't ta lking enough ... my goal in
being here is to make students aware of the current situation and to encourage more people to
join UIC No War." Khan added that the United
States' current economic cond ition is only one
of many reasons why this war should not be initiated . "As college students, we' re struggling,
UIC is broke, and it seems that the government
is more interested in oil than in the welfare of
countries and their people."
Students like Mohammad Suleiman feel that
the media is not disseminating information
accurately when reporting the public opinion on
the war. While at the podium, Suleiman commented 1hat "we [students) must look beyond
CNN and the Sun-Times for facts about the
increasing opposition - and not support - to
this war."
Other issues addressed at the protest were the
recent arrest of Betty Resnikoff, a UIC teacher
of composition, the attack of a Muslim student
on campus, and most recently, the arrest and
detainment of forme r UIC student Aymen
·Gheith. According to various members of
UNW, these occurrences are examples of what
they believe to be diminishing constitutional
rights.
In a letter to the UIC administration,
Resnikoffs student s upporters expressed their
strong desire to defend their constitutional
rights as students, and those of U IC teachers as
well. "We vigorously fight to defend our constitutional rights ... inc reasing efforts to stifle political protests such as the attack on Resnikoff and
the universitys nationwide slande ring are an allsided attack on constitutional rights carried o ut
in the name of the so-called war on terror."
Joe losbaker, member ofSE IU concu rred wi th
the issues raised at the protest. losbaker said
that the largest number of protesters during the
Vietnam War was students, and that the tradition of war-opposition protesting must contin ue
in order for decisions to be made fairly. "The
largest number of protesters has always been
students ...your chance is now... the chance to
raise your voices."

According to protesters, President Bush continues to emphasize the increasi ng support of
m iddle-c lass citizens for the war in Iraq.
However, losbaker questions the validity of
Bush's statement.
" We [SEIU) are the people who clean up your
floors and open up your doors here at UIC ...
and we don't support this war." During the
attacks of Sept. II, 64 family members of various SEIU employees were victims but
Iosbaker says that the SEIU's perspective on
the war hasn't been a ltered by their deaths.
"The fami ly members of those 64 deceased
aren't supporting thi s war and you [students)
shouldn't either."
Joseph Oldaker, senior student in biochemistry stood in the quad, listening to the various
opinions being voiced during the protest and
says that while he agrees that UIC students
should have more interest in the issue of a
potential war, he is not surprised that there is a
lack of support. "UIC is a commuter school and
I'm not shocked that few students want to voice
their opinion."
As an open anti-war supporter, Oldaker
expressed his belief that the Bush administration is engaging in a war against the wrong
enemy. "If there is such a thing as a true enemy,
then it's Saudi Arabia and not lraq... but you
don 't see the Bush administration running in to
attack them."
Oldaker's comments gained strong support
from the congregation, as losbaker initiated a
collective chant, saying "Hey there W., how
many children have died for you?"
Oldaker commends the various initiators of
the protest, but a lso expresses his concern of the
potential threat of a draft. " Its very likely that I
would be drafted, and I don 't want to die fighting for something that I don 't even believe in."
On Oct. 25, UNW embarks on a trip to
Washington D.C. to further express their
opposition to the war in Iraq, and wh ile sentiments toward the war among the citizens of
the United States and the st udents of UIC continue to remain divided, UNW, MWSA and
SEIU remain hope ful that by encouraging
enough student interest and support through
open forums and protests, students m ight realize the impact they can have on decisions that
a re made in government, and ultimately,
protest the initi ation of the war in Iraq.
More information on UNW anti-war endeavors can be found at the ir website www.uicnowar.com.

Marl< Dufrene/Contra Costa limes

Students participate in Walkout on War rally at U. of California in Berkley.

Top ten activism acts
I. Wesleyan University, for anti-war activities including a rally one
week a fter the Sept. II attacks.

2.University of.Michigan, for rallies in support of a ffi rmative action.
3.Florida State University, for anti-sweatshop protests that included
pitching a tent city for more than I 00 days.
4.University of California, Berkeley, for rallies in support of
Palestinian rights and a campaign demanding that the university di vest
from companies doing business in Israel.
S.Harvard University, for ra llying in support of raises fo r service staff.
6.University of Northern Colorado where Native American students
protested a nearby high school 's Indian mascot and team name by among other things forming an intramural basketball team called
the Fighting Whites.
?.University of Massachusetts where student resident advisers (dorm
RAs) formed what is believed to be the country's first undergraduate
employee union.
8.Morgan State University, for demanding that Maryland officials
restore $3.1 million in funding fo r a new library.
9.Rhodes College where students rallied against racism after a black
student's car was vandalized with a racial slur and others received hate
mail.
1O.Hampshire College, for passing a campuswide reso lution condemning the war on terrorism.
Source: Mother Jones magazine

Radio. Web broadcasts get hit up
broadcast over the Internet because he
anticipated this ruling.
· "We had been waiting on this," Taylor
said. "Some stations decided to risk it."
Recording industry officials had sought
CHARLOTfESVILLE, Va.. - New
regulations forcing radio stations to pay to broker a deal with radio stations to
for Web broadcasts went into effect last establish new broadcasting rules, a
week, causing many college radio broad- spokesperson for the Recording Industry
casters to stop playing music over the Association ofAmerica said, speaking on
condition of anonymity.
Internet.
''24-7 these negotiations were going
The rules from the Library ofCongress'
Copyright Office charge radio broadcast- on," the spokesperson said. "Concessions
ers $500 a yc:a.r for each year they have were made on both sides."
The two sides reached a deal, but
been broadcasting over the Web since
Congress has not yet approved this
· )998.
The money will go to SoundExchange, a agreement, which is why the regulations
coalition of recording artists and record governing payments on future broadcastlabels that seeks to collect royalties for ing have not yet gone into effect, the
copyrighted materials broadcast on the spokesperson said.
The House approved the measure, -but
Web.
The Copyright Office regulations also the Senate has not yet acted on it.
The new charges for radio Web broadcharge Internet. radio providers two cents
for each I 00 listeners to each song they" casters come from a 1998 law known as
broadcast and establish a minimum annu- the Digital Millennium Copyright Act.
After this law passed. tbe recording
al fee of $500, though compliance tern·
porarily has been waived, pending industry entered into arbit-ration hearings
with
the representatives of radio stations
Congressional action.'
As a result of these regulations, 70 col- to determine the exact fees, Associate
lege radio stations have stopped broad- Law Professor Thomas Nachbar said.
These arbitration hearings generated the
casting over the Internet, The New York
new Copyright Office rules.
· Times reported this week.
Taylor said he would like to broadcast
The University of Vrrginia's radio station, WTJU FM, does not broadcast over over lhe Web, and that alumni have
requested
Web broadcasting. but that be
the Internet.
The station's general manager, Charles will not immediately be able to do so
Taylor m, -said WTJU decided not to· because of the rul!"g.

By Josh Goodman

Cavalier Daily

"It's really not a financial issue," Taylor
said. "It's a paperwork issue."
The task of maintaining lists of every
song the station plays and how many
people listen to each song on the Internet
currently prevents WTJ U from broadcasting over the Internet, he said.
Taylor said he sympathizes with the
desire for artists to be paid for their work,
but he does not think the current rules
will achieve this goal because most of the
benefits will go to record companies.
"I totally ·support paying royalties to
musicians," he said. "This really feels
more like people with a lot of money try·
ing to get more."
The RlAA spokesperson disagreed,
saying the money from the regulations
will go to SoundExchange. The
spokesperson said, " 50 percent of
SoundExchange's members are artists."

"I totally support paying
royalties to· musicians.
This really feels more like
people with a lot of money
trying to get more."
_:_Charles Taylor III,
WTJUgeneral manager
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Tuesday, Novemeber 5

1:00-3:00 pm
l-lokln Annex

623 S. Wabash, 1st floor
Featuring Master Drummer Nick Alvarez
CONTACT PERSON: TANYA REED, 312.344.7188
PARTICIPANTS ARE ENCOURAG&D TO BRING TH&IR OWN DRUM OR
P&RCUSSION INSTRUMiiiNTS. THIS liiVIiiNT IS OPiiiN TO ALL COLUMBIA
COLUi Giii STUDiiiNTS, STAFF AND FACULTY! THIS IS A CULTURAL
C.A.T . liiVIiiNT. PICK UP YOUR C.A.T. CARD AT THiii HOKIN CliiNTiiiR.
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Ivy-League salary too rich for our blood
· The nwnbers are in. Last tax year long time (Carter hasn't).
Columbia paid Warrick L. Carter $453,990
Part of the reason presidential salaries are
to act as its president. That figure, gleaned so complicated is that they are provided for
from Form 990s provided to the IRS by the from a variety of sources, and if a school
college, fairly begs the comparison:
would like to get tricky and hide payments,
Carter makes more money than the pres- it's easy to do. A base salary is one thingident of the United States.
it's the bare bones. That's hard to hide,
Oh, that's not fa ir, you say. Everyone especially ifthe school files tax returns. But
makes more than the president. He only add to that the perks-houses, utilities,
gets a measly $400,000 tossed his way! trips, cars, benefits, signing bonuses,
Come on, you point out, a baseball player expense accounts and private contribusigned a contract for a quarter of a million tions-and the annual income of some
bucks! Also, you argue, don't all college presidents gets out of control.
presidents get paid that much? The answer,
The Chronicle of Higher Education put it
though complicated, can be reduced to two this way: "Higher education scholars and
words:
lawyers say that few universities volunteer
So what?
information on private supplements to presYes, it's true. Some university presidents idential salaries, for fear of repercussions
get enormous salaries. According to the not only in the state but on campus as well,
Daily Princetonian, the president of especially when budget crunches have
Princeton University made off with taken a toll on faculty salaries."
$500,200 two years ago-but he had a docBudget crunches, indeed. With Columbia
torate from Princeton and oversaw a 400- struggling under the weight of hiring
percent rise in the school's endowment. freezes, tuition raises, Illinois MAP grant
Princeton's endowment is more than $8 bil- cuts, outdated registration systems and a
lion. As of fall 2000, Columbia was in the Neolithic-era financial aid office, how can
neighborhood of $60 million. But it's not we afford to pay our president this kind of
moving in anytime soon.
salary?
David B. Frohnmayer, president of the
The salary scale for presidents is speculaUniversity of Oregon, made $286,004 last tive, and those huge wages result from
year, and that included $35,000 in expens- nervous trustees who think they have to
es. Carter had more than $90,000 in his overpay to get a good candidate. It's just
expense account in 200 I. That amount not true. When wages are tied to productivcould pay for the annual salary of two full- ity, employees (and Carter is an employee)
time facu lty members at Colwnbia.
work harder. When wages are enormous
The Chronicle of Higher Education did a despite how much employees contribute,
survey in 200 I specifically to determine the we end up with companies like Enron.
salaries of private university presidents,
Unfair compensation runs rampant in the
and they found that the median salary for a United States--often these salaries don't
president at a master's level school was reflect the effort the employee puts into the
$163,505. But they admitted that the rea- job. CEOs regularly enjoy huge bonuses,
sons the higher-paid presidents get so much even if the company is foundering. But who
more money are hard to pin down. It does- says Colwnbia should be one of those
n't seem to be tied to increasing endow- unfair employers? Shouldn't salaries be
ments or fundraising ability.
commensurate with production? Doesn't
The only two factors they could deter- that make sense?
mine that influenced salary decisions were
In the end, it is as simple as this:
whether the president had been a president
We are not Princeton, and Carter has not
of an institution before (Carter hasn't) and produced Princeton's numbers. So why are
whether they had been at the school for a we paying him Princeton's salary?

Student votes really do matter
Our age group is stuck in a seemingly
endless cycle. Political candidates do not
pay attention to issues important to us
because we are not a major voting block.
Many 18- to 24-year-olds are disinterested _
in politics and voting because they fee l that
politicians don't care about what matters to
us. We must take responsibility for this situation and vote.
According to the Federal Elections
Commission, in the 1996 federal elections
only 32 percent of eligible 18- to 24-yearolds voted. Just two years later, voting by
those in the same age group dropped
almost 14 percentage points to just 18.5
percent. That means that more than
18,742,000 people our age fe lt too bothered, lazy or apathetic to visit a polling
place and vote.
These numbers are dismal at best. How
can we expect politicians to care about our
issues when more than 80 percent of us didn't bother to vote in 1998. By comparison,
38.7 percent of eligible 25- to 44-year-olds,
56.5 percent of eligible 45- to 64-year-olds
and 61.3 percent of elig ible voters over 65
voted that year. There is really no question
about why political candidates talk mostly
about health care and prescription drug
prices, tax rates and Social Security.
Older citizens not only vote more, they
also register in larger numbers. During
1998, 67 percent of all elig ible adults registered to vote. However, only 43.6 percent
of us registered to vote. We cannot expect
politicians to pay attention to the issues of

our age group when so many of us are not
registered.
Every state has different registration
procedures. In Illinois, registration closed
on Oct. 7. Registration is open year-round
except for the 28 days before an election
and the two days after an election. In
Chicago, you only have to wait one day
after an election.
A lack of knowledge about current candidates is another invalid argument not to
vote. One excellent website to find information about different candidates in your
area is MTV's Rock the Vote at www.rockthevote.org. Once you find out what elections are in your districts and whom the
candidates are, you can look for their campaign websites.
There is no excuse for anyone who is
eligible not to vote. You can register by
mail and online in most states. Voters out of
state due to school or the military are able
to vote by mail-in absentee ballots.· And
voting in person takes very little time
because your polling location is close to
your home. Everyone registered should get
out and vote on Tuesday Nov. 5. Those who
are not registered should do so as soon as
registration reopens. If you don't, then
don't complain when your issues are
ignored. Our vote is our voice in the government and more of us need to exercise
our right to speak out.
For more rules and other questions about the
election you can visil the Illinois State Board of

Elections website at www.elections.state.il.us .
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Parties look to persuade voters
By Brian Wagner
Columbia Daily Spectator
(U-WIRE) NEW YORK-It has
become quite obvious to politicians that
issue of Iraq is going to be the largest
influence on the 2002 election season.
Democrats, so sure of gaining congressional seats just weeks ago, are now scared
of losing seats because their issues are
being overshadowed by the Bush administration's sharp focus on Iraq. Only one
problem exists in this calculation: The
American electorate has decided to pay
scant attention to what candidates do or
say about Saddam Hussein and his regime.
The media coverage of the Iraq issue
has been so intense and the pundits have
so thoroughly covered the failure of
Democrats to bring up other issues that
members of Congress appear to have forgotten that media organizations are not
representative democracies. Reporters and
pundits do not represent thousands of voters; instead they work from personal
beliefs and experience.
The most recent New York Times/CBS
poll, taken from Oct. 3-5, found that Iraq
was only considered the dominant issue by
7 percent of respondents. Coming in far
ahead at 30 and 26 percent, respectively,
were terrorism and the economy. And
another traditionally Democratic issue,
welfare, placed right behind the Iraq issue.
President Bush has stated several times
that the war on Iraq is a logical extension
of the war on terrorism, but such an outlook is apparently not shared by the majority of the nation.
All this information should be a shot in
the arm for Democratic politicians, but
instead they have been telling tales of woe.
Sen. Evan Bayh of Indiana told The New
York Times that the optimism Democrats
fe lt about the November elections two
months ago has now been replaced with
pessimism because of Saddam 's ubiquitous presence as a political hot potato.
While it may appear to those on
Capitol Hill that Iraq is a boon for the
Republican candidates, public opinion supports a different view. According to the
poll, not only do Americans care less
about Iraq than they do about other issues,
but they also want to hear candidates
speak less about Iraq. CBS's analysis of
the poll reports that 70 percent of voters
want to hear a candidate's stance on the
economy, while only 17 percent want to
hear about Iraq.

Letters to the editor must include your full name.
year, major. and a phone number. All letters are edi1ed
for grammar and may be cut due to the hm1ted amount
of space available.
Letters can be fued to us at (312) 344-8032,
E-mailed to Chroniclll@colum.edu or mailed to
the Columbil Chronicle clo Letters to the Editor, 623
S. Wabash Ave., Sutte 205, Chiugo, IL 60605.

In a Washington Post/ABC poll taken
rrom Sept. 23-26, respondents overwhelmingly said, with a 22 percent majority, that
they would prefer to see a Democratic
majority in Congress to act as a check on
Bush's powers. Foreign Affairs Managing
Editor Gideon Rose, speaking at Columbia
on Oct. 14, said that-while he believes
voters should take into account a candidate's stance on Iraq in November-it
appears that Iraq will only play a significant role in close races where one candidate is clearly opposed to war against Iraq.
Here is a suggestion for the
Democrats: Since involvement in Iraq
appears to be inevitable-as Congress has
already granted President Bush broad war
powers- the Democratic Party must look
beyond Iraq. The party needs to focus on
the issues Democrats consistently count
among their strengths-issues that
Americans have clearly not forgotten.
The ammunition available for the
Democrats is plentiful as they take on a
wartime president whose greatest accomplishment has been proving that he could
attack small countries just as well as his
father could. And, much like his father, the
current Bush is being hurt by the fact that
he has made war so much of a priority that
he has ignored the economy. This remains
an election where the Democrats can gain
congressional seats and increase their
sphere of influence.
The politics of war will always divide
the Democratic Party, but Saddam Hussein
and Iraq will dictate Iinle more than the
level of the president's approval rating in
the upcoming months.
The winners in November will be the
politicians who can convince voters that
they will provide jobs, put food on tables,
build a strong domestic security system,
and provide for the general health of their
constituents. They will be the candidates
who have run well-funded campaigns,
have been able to talk intelligently about
the various issues, have developed a strong
grassroots base, have been media-savvy,
and who have successfully reached out to
the voters.
The Democratic candidates for
Congress and the governorships across the
nation are capable of carrying out such
campaigns.
When Election Day rolls around, the
Democrats can ultimately pick up seats
across the nation by convincing voters that
they will guide the United States on a
responsible path that strikes a balance
between economic prosperity and national
security.
Chronicle E-mail addresses:
letters to the edjtor
Chronicle@colum.edu

press releases
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Election 2002: Candidates respond on important issues
What is your commitment to restoring
MAP grants for private institutions? How
do you propose to restore these funds ?
The recent $38 million cut in the Monetary
Award Program, which will impact an estimated 140,000 students, was the result of
misplaced spending priorities and missed
opportunities by the state's leaders. I will
reprioritize the budget so that it is focused on
important goals such as classroom education,
and NOT balanced on the backs of our state's
most vulnerable populations and service
providers. I would:
Eliminate politically-motivated pork projects, such as the $300,000 giveri to a livestock show in Springfield on behalf of an
associate of Speaker Madigan.
Stop tax breaks for special interests such as the remaining $25 million subsidy for horseracing.
Fight for increased federa l matching funds for Medicaid-and be
creative about placing existing state-funded service programs into
Medicaid in order to obtain federal match.
Consolidate some of the $800 million Illinois currently spends on
its 31 programs for training and employment. And most importantly,
make sure these programs respond efficiently to the needs of
employers and clients.
Save money by overhauling the state's real estate practices and
holdings. There is no centralized record of all the state's real estate,
meaning practices by individual agencies are not known, let alone
regulated for cost-effectiveness. " Industry standards" should be
developed-and applied.
Examine whether strategic sourcing of supplies, which saves the
Chicago Public Schools about $10 million per year, could be implemented at the state level.
Negotiate higher rebates of up to $158 million per year from the
pharmaceutical industry, to help pay for greater prescription drug
benefits for seniors.
Also, we need to improve the State's budgeting process. A complex budget document should not be used to hide spending priorities
from citizens or to obfuscate duplication. Even more importantly, the
budget process should be based on setting clear goals for the state,
and then directing money into programs that actually help meet those
goals. Results need to be measured, and state departments held
accountable.
How will you bring more art education to students and secure
fuU-time professional teachers?
My plan calls for hiring the brightest, most energetic, best-trained
corps of teachers in Illinois history by creating a scholarship program
to build a 10,000-member Illinois Future Teacher Corps.
Scholarships will be provided to those who agree to teach in
Illinois public schools for five or more years. Also, greater incentives will be provided to those who agree to teach in geographic and
subject shortage areas. I will focus on improving the state's low
retention rates for new teachers by expanding mentoring programs to
give them the support they need. Finally, the plan will place a strong
focus on quality by increasing the number of Nationally Board
Certified Teachers across o ur state, and by ending the practice of"out
of field" teaching by 2007.
As governor, I would keep Gov. Ryan's commitment to using 51
percent of new revenues for education, and work to codify it into law
to ensure that the state keeps this promise to our children.
What is your position on enacting fuU disclosure on matters
related to public business and the use of public resources and
establishing a state commission to investigate and rule on ethical
concerns and complaints?
As a candidate for governor, I was one of the fi rst to release a comprehensive ethics plan for restoring integrity to Ill inois government.
My plan calls for the creation of a single, well-staffed and well-funded Board of Ethics to oversee the ethical issues and questions that
every officeholder and state employee faces in their work on behalf
of the citizens of lllin~is. I will fight for real reforms to our system to
ensure that thos board os empowered to enforce strong and cohesive
ethocs laws and codes of conduct that honor the public trust.
We need to create a secure system that encourages employees who
feel coerced or pressured to do political work while on the job by
supervosors to come forward. My ethics plan addresses these issues
by thc_creation of an independent Office of the Inspector General,
that woll ensure that an mdependent Inspector General who is not
beholden to any political party or agency leader, can i~vestigate
claoms made by whistlcblowers.
~o yo~ ~ upport the moratoriu~ on the death penalty imposed by
(,ov. George Ryan? What specofic legislative 11ctlon would you
take to ensure innocent people are released from death row and
aba te the future imprl~rmment of innocent people?

I ~upport the death penalty. I lowcver, I have been troubled to learn
that at lca~t 13 people have been on death row and were nearly executed for crimes they did not commit.
·1hat is why I s~pport maintaining Go~. l{y~m·s moratorium on the
death penalty untolthe system can be reformed.
Tu achieve an exhau.~tive overhaul of our death penalty system, I
welcome the report of the Governor's commission to refimn the
death penalty. 'Jheir plan includes some common-sense measures
that I will fight for a, governor.
. Specific~l[y. I woul~ ~ign a taw requiring pretrial screening., hy
Judgp~ of Ja.olhou'!C nnotch tes.timrmy. fn addotion, I support mandatory v1deuwpon~ of all confes~oon~ to ensure that no confessions urc
g<~ined improperly and to prot.cct the integrity of the confessions.
I utrrmg)y ~upport tl1c creation of a statewide dattkcollection systtm,. dev~ft,pcd thr11ugh the lllinoiB Supreme Court, to monitor trends
and odenllfy wayn that we can imrrove our curiwl punishment ~ys·
tcm in fll iw,iq

What is your commitment to restoring
MAP funds for private institutions? How
do you propose to restore these funds?
During the last session of the Illinois
General Assembly, the legislature and the
governor agreed to cuts in many programs,
including the MAP grants. I believe the cuts
in the Student Assistance Commission's
funds were unfortunate.
As governor, I will support efforts to
increase funding for MAP. The state is facing a terrible fiscal crisis and getting our tisJim Ryan,
cal house back in order will not be easy or
Republican candi- quick. I am committed to balancing the
date for governor
state's budget and setting new priorities.
Putting more money into education cannot
happen unless we say no to lower priority spending, such as money
for legislative pork-barrel projects.
Higher education took a major hit this last year and the scholarship programs were hurt. One of our highest priorities must be to
ensure that low- to middle-income families can send their children
to college. As governor, I will support efforts to increase MAP
funds.
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How will you bring more art education to students and secure
fuU-time professional teachers?

Angela Caputo
Assistant Editor

I support the arts and believe there is a role for art education in
schools, but generally the state does not directly make decisions on
art education in our schools. Decisions to increase or cut art programs are made at the local level. What we can do is to increase
state support of education. The cuts in art programs usually are the
result of tough financial times. The state of Illinois needs to
increase its commitment to education and this w ill help schools
balance their budgets without making some of the cuts we are seeing.

Chris Coates
K. Ryann Zalewski
Assistant A & EEditors

Wbat is your position on enacting fuU disclosure on matters related to public business and the use of public resources and establishing a state commission to investigate and rule on ethical concerns and complaints?
I am not sur.e I entirely understand your question. If the first part
of the question is dea ling with the failure of corporations to fully
disclose their financial conditions and other information relevant to
·Stockholders and the public, I support full and accurate disclosure.
Failure to do so or efforts to mislead should be viewed as serious
crimes and perpetrators should be prosecuted. I believe the use of
public resources should be fully disclosed and available for public
scrutiny.
Early this year, I put out a detailed ethics plan. It outlined many
steps I would take to restore ethics to lllinois government. My plan
is far more detailed and aggressive than the plan of my opponent.
I have called for re-establishing the State Board of Ethics. I have
called for creating a Public Corruption Strike Force in the lllinois
State Police to focus on alleged violations of the public trust. I have
also called for the expansion of independent Inspector General s
throughout state government.
There are serious differences in how my opponent and I would
reform other areas of ethics in State Government. I would ban all
contributions by state and local government employees to political
campaigns. My opponent has no such ban in his plan. I would ban
all state and local government employees from doing any political
fundraising, anytime, anywhere. My opponent would only ban
fundraising activities during work hours. That does not go far
enough. My plan would also affect the spou.ses and people who
have contracts with the state.
My ethics plan would bring ethics reform to both state and local
government. Mr. Blagojevich has offered no ethics reforms for
local government.
My plan would also ban revolving-door practices, which allow
people to regulate a business and then go work fo r that same business. I would ban any revolving door activities for at least two
years fo llowing an employee leaving state government. My opponent does not ban revolving-door practices.
I will not a llow lobbyists to serve in any government post or
serve on any state board or commission. My opponent does not
propose to make any such prohibition.
Do you support the moratorium on the death penalty, imposed
by current Gov. George Ryan? What specific legisla tive action
would you take to ens ure innocent people are released from
death row and abate the future imprisonment of innocent people?
Yes. I support the moratorium on the death penalty. I supported
the governor's decision to impose the moratorium and I support it
stay ing in effect unti l the Ill inois Gel\eral Assembly has passed
reforms.
This is an area in which my opponent and I have serious differences of opinion. On two of the most criti cal reform recommendations, Mr. Blagojcvich and I have taken opposite positions.
First, I s upport the video taping of interrogations. This is a huge
issue and goes to the heart of credibility in mnny cnpitnl cases. Mr.
Blagojevich opposes mundnting videotapi ng of interrogati ons. That
is a terrible mostuke .
Second, I support nnrrowing the scope of dcuth e ligibility. I
believe there sho uld be fewer circ umstances for which the death
penalty could be used. Mr. Blag~Jevich has opposed narrow ing the
scope und reduc ing the number of circumstnnccs for which u person cou ld be eligible.
If my opponent were truly s incere nbout lix in~ the stutc 's llenth
penulty system, he would support txJth uf these nnpm1unt reforms.
We should mondute the villcotupinl! of interrol!ntions und we
should reduce the number of circumstunccs for which the deuth
penulty muy bo considered. I do. li e docsn 't.
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Commentary

COWMBIA'S VOICES
Can we stop this war?
The United States proposes to conquer Iraq . The Bush administration has
sa1d that Hussein "must be" deposed, and
that the Umted States is prepared to
mvade _with or _without the approval of
the Umted Nat1ons Security Council.
What does this mean?
After ~he Congress ional vote that
gave Pres1dent Bush the authority he
demanded; an administration official was
9uot~d m The New York Times as saymg. 1f the Security Counci I wants to
stay relevant, then it has to give us similar authority." The contempt and implied
threat are palpable. The pretexts for mili~~ry attack (terrorism, possessing
. weapons of mass destruction," disobeymg U.N . resolutions) have been nuctuatmg, mcons1stent and often unsupported.
Hussem has no relation to the attacks of
9/ 11, and many countries in the world
(including this one) possess atomic
weapons (which Iraq does not have) and
have 1gnored U.N. resolutions or mandates.
The fact that the stated reasons have
no substance is very clear; the Bush
administration is, in effect, saying, "we
a1m to enforce our will and we answer to
no one." This is the logic of the gangster.
In fact, this is the logic enunciated in
the new "national security strategy"
1ssued last month. Here the United States
claims the right to strike anywhere in the
world, not just aga inst imminent dangers
but "to preempt emerging threats." Th is'
c_ountry, in other words, gives itself the
nght to attack anywhere in the world
where some ·:emerging" danger is sensed,
even 1fthere IS no direct threat of attack
on the United States.
. The war on Iraq is, by th is doctrine,
s1mply an early chapter in an unending
war on the world. In this light, it's very
hard to see why the Chron icle would
object to the Coll~ge Council passing a
resolution protestmg the U.S. stance on
Iraq [editorial, 10/21]. Do we want to
live in a world whose basic reality is a
war of th1s country against the rest of it?
Does this not have a connection to our
lives at Columbia, and to the function of
this college?
L~st week on Oct. 16, a group of us
orgamzed an ali-day teach-in here on
campus about the war on terrorism, and
some of those who attended are starting a
campus group organized around the Not
In Our Name statement and resistance to
this onslaught of war and repression.

Our first meeting is Tuesday, Oct. 29,
at 5 p.m. in the Hokin. All are welcome
w ho want to work against this war and
all that surrounds it.
Can we really allow endless war
abroad- and repression at home-to be
carried out in our name?
-John Stevenson/Faculty, Liberal
Education

College Council's actions
misunderstood
The College Council speaks for itself.
Why is the Chronicle confused about
that?
How could the Chronicle be opposed
to a statement of consc ience and principle about a war whose actual ity and
1mphcat10ns affect the whole o f humanity? Is the Chronicle unable to make a
distinction between struggle in the arena
of public opinion over questions of great
1mport, with "deciding how Columbia
students should feel ?"
The Chronicle says that the College
Council should tend to its own business
to "issues solely affecting the college." '
What does this mean? Is this to be interpreted as affirmation of ivory tower status for the council? The Chronicle proposes that there are segments of the co llege that are exempt from dealing with
the world.
I think the Chronicle should welcome
and en~ourage the most intense possible
debate m every comer of campus li fe
over the nature and purposes of this war.
The Chronicle should applaud the
Council for entering into this debate and
for taking a stand, even if it is not the
stand of the Chronicle.
-To m Greif/Faculty, Liberal
Education

Tell us what you think
of what we're giving
to you. The Chronicle
would like to hear from
you!
Submit your thoughts
on anything you read
in the Chronicle in a
letter to the editor.

Special Letter to Columbia
Students:
Get involved, voting shapes
our nation
By Tom Daschle
Senate Majority Leader
In 1968, I sat in a car with three
friends and drove for hours to hear
Robert F. Kennedy speak. We had no
air conditioning, our quarters were
cramped and we were running late
with no time to get out and stretch' our
legs.
On the drive back not one of us
doubted that the trip had been worth
every mile of discomfort. That speech,
and others hke 11, helped clarify the
challenges my country and my generalion faced and helped conv ince me that
I could make a difference. The course
that had first been plotted with John F.
Kennedy's election had finally led
me- and many other members in my
generation-to the realization that we
had to take an active role in addressing
the problems of our world.
I believe your generation's mission
came into greater focus on Sept. II,
200 I. The events of that tragic day
shock:d and horrified us a ll , causing
an ent1re nation to wonder how could
this have happened, and what we could
do to help in its aftermath. Sept. II
also gave a new generation cause to
wonder what differences it cou ld make
in the future of our country and our
world.
The un ity and sense of common
purpose that swept the country created
an opportunity to strengthen our nation
m every sense of the word by working
together to promote real, positive
change. If the only lasting change in
our behav ior is our willingness to
arrive at the airport earlier we have
failed to seize that opport~nity.
Eve_ry elected officia l, Democrat or
Republican, understands that the safety
and secufl!y of the American people is
our first responsibility. Democrats,
however, also understand that the challenges we face go beyond national
security and homeland security. These
cha llenges_ involve protect ing the quality of our a 1r and water; he lping students afford college tuition; ensuring
that Jobs and a strong econo my are

waiti~g for you when you graduate;
guardmg the status of women 's rights,
w?rkers' ri~?hts and civil rights ; maintam_mg_ the mtegrity of our system of
ca~l!ahsm, and securing the fut ure
we re bulldmg for today's seniors and

tomorrow's workers.

Some of you are helping to meet
these challenges already by volunteermg your t1me and organizing campus
events, or by mentoring neighborhood
children. For all that you do, however,
there IS one simple activity, which can
mfluence everything else. You can
exercise your right to vote.
I was first e lected to Congress by a
mar\lm of 14 votes out of a quarter of a
mllhon votes cast, so I know in a very
personal way how much every vote
counts. In the 2000 presidential race
the whole country learned how breathtakingly important just a few votes can
be. And this year your vote could be
the one that tips the balance of power
m Congress and defines the direction
of our national policy agenda.
I would argue that, during the past
year, we Democrats have used our
majority in the Senate to enact positive
change and to keep inadequate-even
harmful- legislation from slowing our
national progress. We have passed
tough accounting reforms to guarantee
accountability in our nation's largest
corporatiOns. We have also enacted
~eal election reform; passed a bill that
mvests m renewable sources of energy;
and made real progress on lowering the
cost of prescription drugs.
We have blocked a policy that
would prevent students with several
student loans from consolidating them
mto one loan with fixed interest rates.
We have also prevented drilling in
the protected Alaskan wilderness.
There are real differences to be
decided in th is election, and real differences between the candidates. More
than ever, what course we choose will
make a difference to you, your lives,
and your futu~e. So I urge you get
mvol ved m th1s year's elections,
regardless of your party preference.
Now is your t ime to shape America
to your ideals-and that work begins at
the ballot box.

The Columbia Chronicle photo poll
Question: How do you feel about cell phones in the classroom?

Brian Halladay
Junior/Sound

"! hate cell phones in the
c lassroom . They should be
turned off."

Karoline Gross
Sophomore/Undeclared
" People should not talk on
the phone in class, they are distracting."

Gwen Sandy
Sophomore/Sound
"They are a disturbance
especially when a teacher is talk:
ing."

Tera Vliek
Junior/Photography

Robert C hapman
Freshman/Sound

"They annoy me and I think
" It's not a big deal, as long
they are horrible."
as the phones are on vibrate."
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Arteries g Entrails
An the hauntS fit to prirtt
n

By Randy J. Klodz
Staff Writer
It's not too late to join in on the
Halloween madness-but you bener huny,
Halloween's on Thursday, and that doesn't
leave much time to check out some local
happenings.
What makes this holiday, which is
designed for children to dress up in crazy
costumes and go door to door asking for tree
candy, special? Trick-or-treating is mostly
for ch ildren, but college students can still
partake in all that is spooky.
Haunted houses and other creepy attractions entice throngs of college students. The
Chronicle took to the streets to experience
three of the most talked-about local attractions to see which ones live up to the hype
and which ones should be avoided.
Dream Reapers Haunted House
Dream Reapers stands up to all the hype.
The wait may be long, but the line gathers
under the white awning of the restored
Melrose Crossing Shopping Center-so if
it's raining, visitors will stay dry, but might
still fTeeze. A good sign for those looking to
be scared out of their minds: Horrific creatures-a strait-jacketed bald guy, a shaggy
beast with a metal box on his head and even
a chainsaw-handed Evil Dead-esqe rreak, all
lurk while patrons remain in line.
The outdoor Iine leads into a heated
indoor waiting room with goblins painted on
the walls that come to life with streaming
black lights. A movie screen plays horror
films, and even the ticket window has a
haunting surprise.
Upon entrance, your small group-three
to five people usually-will be led to a dark
room. Once inside you' ll be told the creatures in the house (they are everywhere)
won't touch you if you don't touch them.
This warning is enough to creep out even
the least timid visitors. Groups are split up
and led through different doors, where they
are greeted by a hooded guide. He points to
a door across the room and visitors find
themselves trapped a revolving maze.
Each themed room has a surprise. There's
a butcher's room, an operation room, a
"Crocodile Hunter"-like rai nforest room,
and enough bloody gore to tum stomachs.
The bloodiest room has a smeared mirror
with a bloody toilet reminiscent of Vincent
D'Onorrio's suicide scene in Full Metal
Jacket. Toward the end of the maze is a tube
bridge with spinning walls.
Flickering black lights that cast moving
images off the white-splattered black walls
make you fee l like you're at a haunted rave
and makes for an eerie trek through what
seems to be an innocent room.
The Dream Reapers ends with dark characters creating sparks by striking nearby
fencing with a metal beam whi le Rob
Zombie and Marilyn Manson songs blast
rrom the loudspeaker. The lighting in the
clown room may also give those that feared
clowns as a child--or still fear them- nightmares.

An ore-like creature in the "Statesville Haunted Prison," at Siegel's Cottonwood Farm in Crest Hill, Ill.
But at least the price isn't haunting, it's
the best $10 you can spend in the Chicago
area
Overall: Expect to wait at least two hours
(it's worth it), use the restroom at the nearby
Burger King and dress warm. And be afTaid,
very afraid. For more information, visit
www.dreamreapers.com.
Dream Reapers Haunted House is located
in the Melrose Crossing Shopping Center.
1985 N. Mannheim Road, in Melrose Park,
Ill. Admission is $10. Parking is free.
Remainingdatesandhours: Oct. 28-Nov. 2,
Sun.-Thurs. 7- 10 p.m., Fri. & Sat. 7- 11 p.m.
Dungeon of Doom
Dungeon of Doom is located within the
currently Lake County Fairgrounds (abandoned because it's fall). The setting itself
adds to the creepiness of this attraction.
Empty pens that would house goats and pigs
in the summer are now dark and barren.
The Dungeon of Doom is located in a
large warehouse that has an indoor waiting
area with strobe lights, com stalks, a flopping noosed man and a movie screen.
Executioners instruct patrons to "say
goodbye to Jimmy" as they are greeted with
a mortifYing execution that looks so real it
may make hairs on the back of your neck
stand up. The element of surprise adds fear

r-------=-------'--------,

to every room.
Bookcases are dropped, ceilings fall and
voices echo throughout the house. A room
where a costumed prisoner appears behind
bars and then suddenly is two feet away will
amaze and frighten even David
Copperfield's greatest skeptics.
What's unique about this attraction is the
ending, which is called " Buried Dead or
Alive." Here's a hint: Think about a Chuck
E. Cheese favorite attraction, and pay anention when they say-"remove all hats and
glasses." Consider yourself warned.
Overall: If you can make the trek to
Grayslake, do it. Porta-Ponies are available.
Wear comfortable shoes---<reatures may
chase you throughout the themed rooms.
For more, visit www.dungeonofdoom.com.
Dungeon of Doom is located at Lake
Country Fairgrounds, Route 120 at Route
45, in Grayslake, Ill. Admission is $10.
Parking is free. Remaining dates and hours:
Oct. 28-Nov. 2, Mon.-Thurs. 7- 10 p.m., Fri.
& Sat. 7-whenever. and Sun. 7- 10 p.m.
Reaper's Realm Ha unted Mansion
Reaper's Realm is more of a bore than a
scare and it doesn't come close to reaching
the hype. The "mansion" may be larger than
both aforementioned attractions, but most of
its space is empty. And visitors spend more

time waiting in line inside the house, than
actually being scared. This place is more
like a boring museum tour than an actual
haunted house.
At first, the house seems promising: The
long line moves relatively fast, there's a beer
garden, and there's a carnival atmosphere,
complete with a giant slide and a Flip-aChick game. Once inside, each group is
guided through one of three doors-which
seems rrightening until the group is reunited
I0 seconds later.
The only thing unique about Reaper's
Realm are the white foam-walled cave that
one must crawl through, (the "slide of
death") and the steep price of$15.
Overall: The long line may move fast, but
that's a disadvantage--you might run into a
cluster of 30 or so people while maneuvering through the house, which diminishes the
scare factor. If you're willing to spend $15,
take a drive to Dream Reapers or Dungeon
of Doom and give the friendly ticket booth
operator a $5 tip. For more information, visit
www.reapersrealm.com.
Reaper s Realm Haunted Mansion is
located at 626 177th St. in Hammond, Ind.
Admission is $15 for the mansion. Parking
is $1. Remaining dates and hours: Oct. 2830, 7- 10 p. m.; Oct. 31, 7 p.m.-midnight.

Last-mjnute costumes jdeas
By K. Ryann Zalewski
Assistant A&E Editor
Halloween is Thursday. That
leaves linle time to think of an original, clever costume. Well, you're in
luck. I've thought of a few quick
ideas that won't break your wallet.
Anna Nicole Smith
This costume would be as simple
as wearing clothes at least two sizes
too small for you with excessive
cleavage spilling out and buying a
curly, messy blond wig (if you don't
have blond hair already). Don't forget the clown make-up and fake
crimson nai ls. Watch an episode or
two of her reality show on E! in
order to be able to affect her whiny,
slurred Texan accent. Borrow a linle

black yappy furball from a neighbor
or fTiend to be her dog Sugar Pie.
Bonus: Convince a friend to spray
his or her hair purple and play
Anna's closeted assistant, Kim.
Nelly
Borrow some hip-hop gear, fl ashy,
oversized jewelry and wear a bandage tape on your cheek. You can
wear either a sweatband, a do-rag or
tilted baseball hat. Catch one of his
numerous videos currently on rotation on MTV or BET to learn his
moves and mannerisms.
Bonus: Get a Kelly Rowlands
look-alike to perform "Dilemma" or
a Justin Timberlake look-alike to
perform "Girlfriend" for all your
friends.
Madonna
To emulate the Material Girl's

current incarnation, wear some

designer knock-offs, big black sunglasses and slightly-longer-thanchin-length blond hair. Other options
include early '80s Madonna (wear a
fishnet shirt, lace gloves, hair
scarves and mismatching earrings),
"JustifY My Love" Madonna (lots of
leather and bondage gear) or
"Frozen" Madonna (long black wig
and a black goth dress).
Bonus: As the current Madonna,
tell everyone you are preparing for
your role in the sequel to Swept
Away-aka Washed-Up.
T.V. Talk Show Guest
The possibilities are endless with
this costwne but the top two opt ions
are the " Who's my baby's daddy?"

See Costumes, Page 23
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INVITE YOU AND YOUR FELLOW AGENT
TO A TOP SECRET SCREENING!

Stop by our spy headquarters, aka the Chronicle office (Room 205, Wabash Building)
and pick up a complimentary pass to attend a special showing of

on Wednesday, October 30th at the Pipers Alley Theater.

IThis film is rated "PG-13" for action violence, some sexual content and language.!
Passes are available while supplies last on a first-come, first-served basis. One pass per person. No purchase necessary.
Employees of all promotional partners. their agencies, and those who have received a pass within the last 90 days are not eligible.

IN THEATERS FRIDAY, NOVENIBER 1ST!
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to Pilsen: the
Thrill has not yet gone
NYC

By Michael DesEnfants
Staff Writer
When Thrill Jockey Records threw its I 0-year
anniversary party at the Hot House in Chicago on
Oct. II , the celebration was not only in humor of the
musicians but for the woman w ho made it all happen.
In 1992 Bettina Richards released her first record
under the label Thrill Jockey from her New York
apartment on 7th Street and Avenue C. At the time,
the band H. P. Zinker was her first signed act-and
its members were also her roommates.
While in New York, Richards worked in the music
industry prior to starting Thrill Jockey. At Atlantic,
Records she was credited with signing such artists as
Eleventh Dream Day and The Lemonheads. She
later left Atlantic and worked for the much smaller
London Records. Ultimately Richards was not satisfied with the way the artists were being treated on
- major labels. " I was unhappy with the label-artist
relationship, it did not seem like the correct way to
communicate w ith the artist," Richards said.
"Labels would make all the decisions for the artist
like what to wear, or what the cover art would be. It ·
was too extreme, it did not make much sense to me."
Leaving London Records seemed to make sense
to Richards. "The mus ic I liked, they were not into.
Plus, living in New York was very costly."
Thus, Thrill Jockey was born . Chicago bands
Tortoise, Freakwater and The Sea and Cake released
albums with Thrill Jockey whi le the label was in
New York under the Chicago-based distribution
company Touch and Go.
Moving Thrill Jockey to Chicago in 1995 was an
easy decision for Richards, she currently has a quiet
office in Pilsen and seven helpful employees.
"Most of the musicians whose records I was
putting out were located in Chicago, and I really
wanted to be closer to Touch And Go. With rent and
running the label, New York got too expensive,"
Richards said.
Thrill Jockey has grown by leaps and bounds
since moving to Chicag~o much that when asked
how many bands are currently releasing albums
Rl'chards replied, "Too many to name, I would have
to count." One reason Richards has been able to survive in the music industry fo r I 0 years is because of
her relationship with her artists.
She said,
"Contracts deal w ith current records only, I do not
sign anyone to long-tenn deals." All profits from
record sales are split right down the middle between
artist and label. Richards said that even with the 50percent profit share, that she is still lucky to tum a
profit some months.
"Profits are marg inal. I am not making the coin;
everything we make is reinvested in to the label. It
is not like I am selling cheeseburgers-that if people
love them they will come back and buy more,"
Richards said, " I am dealing with human beings,
anything can happen. They could have a bad record
or go on break for a while ."
" I am a music fan, I go to shows, and I buy CDs."
She heard about some of the bands on the label
from other Thrill Jockey music ians, but insists she

is never looking to .sign anyo ne. Although, sometimes bands approach her, " I am a huge Califone
fan and they came to me and asked if I would put
something out, and I told them I would love to,"
Richards said.
'
As for what the future holds for Richards and Thrill
Jockey, she said she
is just happy to be
where she is now.
"Ten years ago
I didn't envision I
could pay myself,
let-alone a staff I
could
provide
healthcare for."
In the next 10
y~ Richards said
she is more concentrated on working
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Looking into the sad eyes of
the members of Sing-S ing, it 's
hard to resist their rainy, wistful
songs. Even though their Britpop sound is a bit dated and
unoriginal, it's at times fitting.
That said , their perfonnance
Wednesday, Oct. 23 at the
Double Door was both interesting and awkward . It's hard not
to fall in love with two pretty
brunette foreigners playing
songs about lost loves and living on the moon, especially considering it was cold and drizzling outside. But when those
· same two women act erratically,
leaving the stage without a
word, the audience of adoring
men is left jilted, wondering
what went wrong . Why was
there no encore or eve n a thank
you?
After all, they had just s pent
$10 and the better part of an
hour embracing their girlness,
gently sway ing to s huffling
drumbeats, placid guitar chords
and dreamy lyrics.
This was Sing-Sing's first
American tour, and for many, it
was a long time coming.
Guitarist Emma Anderson was a
member of Lush, the popular
indie band whose career was cut
short after their drummer Chris
Acland committed suicide in
1996. A few y_ears later,
Anderson met s mger Lisa
O'Neill. The two began collaborating as Sing-Sing, releas ing a
few s ing les before they put

out

their

The

Joy

first

of

album.

Sing-Sing.

earlier this year.
Sing-Sing recalls Lusc ious
Jackson and Garbage's latest ;
they make e lectro-pop that's
catchy and danceable. yet quite
disposable. Their strong point is
their softness and s ubtly, unfortunately, the Double Doo r did
them no justice. O'Neill 's lyrics
were mostly inaud ible and
drowned-out by the back up
keyboard player, bassist and
drummer.
The concert did have its
strong points. O'Neill sang
about calling her lover's shots
on "Command," a Moog keyboard-based song that wouldn't
sound out of place on an Air
album, while "Panda Eyes"
recalled Belle and Sebastian's
new wave song "Electronic
Renaissance."
Openers Venus Hum were
nothing but a s ub-par trip-hop
outfit with very out-of-date
dance beats and a lead singer
who obvious ly watched a few
too many Bjork videos.

Michael Hirtzer/Chronlcle

Sing-Sing's Lisa O'Neill and
Emma Anderson relax after their
performance at the Double Door,
Wednesday, Oct. 23.

with the reconls at
hand, and perhaps
~gin Europe,

where they opened
an office in 2000.
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By Michael Hlrtzer

Thrill Jockey, an internationally ren·owned record
label, maintains an office in this non-descript build·
ing in Pilsen.
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The SYGC measures up
By Michael DesEnfants
Staff Writer

so everybody can write and add to songs,"
Elia said.
The band released its first single "Jennie
Don't let the name fool you: The That Cries" last February to great reviews,
Scotland Yard Gospel Choir is not a gospel including a review in the Chicago Sungroup. They are, however, an amazing self- Times by music critic Jim DeRogatis.
described pop-folk band comprised of a few
"We pressed a few hundred copies and
Columbia students. Of the four permanent they are almost gone. We are going to press
band members, two are music majors at another 30 more. The press has been really
Co lumbia.
Matthew (aka " Boston") good toward the new album," Elia said.
Along with the Sun-Times review, The
Kerstein and Elia are the songwriters and
trade off playing such instruments as guitar, Scotland Yard Gospel Choir has also gotbass and harmonica. Boston and El ia also ten reviews on local college radio stations.
share vocals with Ellen 0 ' !layer, a DePaul "We got a nice review fro m the DePaul
music major who plays cello, acoustic gui- radio station, we are going on the Loyola
tar and electric bass. The band is rounded radio station in a few weeks. It's coming
out by Rutgers University alumni and per- a long," Elia said.
The band came to crossroads when forcussionist Sam Koentopp.
Kerstein and Elia started the Scotland mer members became involved in other
' Yard Gospel Choir in Oct. 2001 while the projects.
"We have had so many personal
two were studying music at Columbia.
"Me [Eiia] and Boston were playing in dif- changes," Kerstein said.
ferent bands, he was playing in a band
"Eiia and I just wanted to put together a
called The Union and I was playing in a band to play our songs in a bigger sening
band called The Snowbank Seven. I was with other instruments. We had a different
listening to a lot of the band belle and drummer, a trumpet and violin player who
sebastian, and Boston was playing more all quit or were kicked out. But we would
rock music. But it wasn't the same, so we try to practice in linle rooms with like nine
started playing folk songs together, and we people, it was nuts," Kerstein said.
played each other the songs that we had
Elia added, "And everybody was in
wrinen and we really liked it," Elia said. school and really busy, especially people
Although now Kerstein and Elia are the pri- who play trumpet and violin, they are
mary songwriters, E llen and Sam are always in demand. So they would be playalways in the mix.
ing other gigs or playing in orchestras.
"Everybody plays a coupl e instruments · Boston and I were really serious about

BrianMorowceynsk~Chronicle

Columbia student Elia and DePaul student Ellen O'Hayer perform with The Scotland Yard
Gospel Choir at the Lakeview Links.

.

Brian Morowceynski/Chronicle

Columbia students, Elia and Matthew Kerstein, perform with their folk band, The Scotland
Yard Gospel Choir at the Lakeview Links.
practice, so people would either leave or more balanced musician.
we would have to say that they didn't have
"Columbia has opened up my mind to
time," Elia said.
what I can do musically. If it wasn't for
The members of the band are pleased belle and sebastian I would be writing all
with the lineup they have now. " This for- folk songs, and if it wasn't for Columbia I
mation now is the best it [has) ever been would [just) be writing three chord songs.
since we started, and [this is] definitely Columbia taught me a lot about typical
what we are staying with. Now we use jazz instruments," Elia said.
session guys who come out to shows and
Elia talked strongly about the teachers in
play with us, but we don 't rehearse with the music department who helped them .
the whole big band anymore. We realized
"James MacDonald is just an amazing
we sound a lot tighter with the four of us," teacher, he really helped me learn how to
Elia said.
write and really hear music, and Peter
Some people may be scared off by the Lerner has taught me so much about guiband's name but rest-assure they are not a tar, he is amazing," Elia said.
gospel group. " Boston used to play in the
The Scotland Yard Gospel Choir will
Columbia Un iversal Gospel Choir. I didn't have a new EP out in January called " I Bet
know that he was playing with them, and I You Say That to All the Boys" on Fashion
started singing with the choir one semester, Brigade Records, and their single "Jennie
a semester after Boston stopped playing That Cries," is available at record stores
with them. I was singing this gospel music across Chicago.
and it was amazing," Elia said.
The Scotla'id'Yard Gospel Choir head"But basically it 's just a name and we lines a concert Saturday, Nov. 2 at 9 pm at
just liked the sound of it, we really like the the Beat Kitchen. 2100 W Belmont Ave.
sound and the style of the gospel choir," Tickets are $7 For more information on
Kerstein said.
the band visit www.sygc.com or
Elia credits Columbia for making him a contact them at band@rygc.com.

'Good as Any' better than most
By Heather Davis
Correspondent
Desolation. Disease. Death. These are the abysses lurking within the pages of Timothy A. Westmoreland 's debut
short story collection, Good As Any. It may not sound as
slaphappy as euphorically drown ing yourself in O ld Sty le
at George's on Wabash Avenue. In fact, it 's about as uplifting as a root canal- without the anesthetic. But if you've
got the emotional stamina to endure e ight stories teeming
with utterly depressing life experience, you' ll discover a
gut-wrenching account of human existence.
Situated in the rural landscapes of New England and
Texas, these stories arc thoughtful accounts of broken
men searching desperately for ways to put the pieces back
togc ther~ r. at least, ways to live with their heap of
jagged shards.
In "Ncar to Gone," Buzz's stee l-rod leg is to rmented by
bitter co ld in a temporarily heatless ho use.
I lis wi fe,
instead of sticking o ut the frost, seizes this opportnity to
leave home and runs off to li ve with friends who have "a
gas generator- lights, hot water, heat." Buzz is then lefl
alone, driven to confide in strangers like the watchman
standing guard at the fa llen power lines down the road. In
" Buried Boy," a man having suffered from lifelong diabetes reaches a point of such physica l and emotional
detachment that he knowingly ignores the pleas of a
drowning boy on a beach.
In the title story, a man named Mitch goes to all lengths
to spend every last moment with his on ly love- a canccr~tric kcn English Bull Terrier named Rose Marie. lie goes
'iO far a~ to fake epileptic seizures and forge a fake "service
dog" certificate for Rose so that he can bring her everywhere with him- in· •ding work . Westmoreland captures,
in agonizing det;,i l, every aching moment of the journey
toward inevitahle In~~ and lone liness: " I tried to conjure

how Rose Marie had looked when she fi rst carne home ...
the only thing there for me was how she looked now, how
she'd paced the bed terrified and struggling for a ir."
And yet, amid so much despair, humor lightens the
load : When Mitch takes Rose to a restaurant with a nopets policy, he shoves Rose's certificate at the hesitant
maitre d' and says, "This here's Rose Marie. You' ll
address her as Madam Rose," while threatening to sue for
ADA noncompliance. Once they're finally seated, the
maitre d ' quips, " I hope you have a seizure-free meal."
This knack for snappy dialogue is one of Westmoreland's
stro ngest points, and oflen comes in the form of an almost
script-like quick-firing of words back and forth between
characters. And it's dialogue with a purpose-<lia logue that
gets at the core of the characters, digs out their deepest,
darkest urges and fears. When Buzz from "Ncar to Gone"
seeks out the shoulder of the power line watchman, he
introduces himse lf through his nearly suicidal fascination
of the electrical danger at hand:
" llow much runs through a line like that?"
"A lot" he said
"!low 'much?" .
"Don' t know. I just make sure no one touches them."
"So if I got hold of it, I'd really fry ?"
A lso praiseworthy is the author 's sense of detail that
lends toward tone and consequence: "Between us there
was nothing but darkness. The cloud cover was gone and
moonlight burnished everything in black and white. The
road in front of us, hunkered down beneath snow, was cut
by the tangled power line. We could see each other's
breath hanging in the air like dust."
On the flipside, however, Westmoreland 's keen eye for
detail sometimes works against him, 111 times bringin11
story movement to u limping lag- if not a broken-lei!Sed
huh . This is espec ially evident in the collection's novella-

length " Winter Island,"
when the story a ll but
stops during unnecessarily long stretches of sensory detail.
Such drawn-out spans
include a bare-bones stepby-step account of a character getting from action
at Point A to action at
Point B rather than weaving this into forwardmoving story scene or
introspect ion:
" A dirt
road extended along the
edge of the field, and
about a quarter-mile
down from my house it
curved out and disappeared behind a group of
trees that jutted into the Good At Any
harvest. I walked on the By Timothy A. Westmoreland
hardened edge of the Harcourt
road, and once I passed
the group of oaks, I head- 275 pp.
ed up a row of com for $24
about
two
hundred ISBN 0-151.oo852-3
yurds .... " And so on and
so on.
There are quite a few unnecessari ly ambiguous endings
that lefl me wondering, "Surely there must be nnnthcr
page to this story. Did it fa ll out?"
That said; these stories remain powerful, poignunt, and
unforgettable. My advice? Give it a rend and then ht•ad
out to George's to drown the sorrow.
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'Jackass' star lives up to rep
By Renee Edlund
Staff Writer
A long unkempt beard hid the face of this highly recognizable deviant. He wore a blue and white cap and large
dark sunglasses--even though it was dark and rainy outside and he was indoors. Slumping into his chair at the
head of the table, Johnny Knoxville pulled off hi s sunglasses to reveal his exhaustion.
"I went and had some drinks at the Liars Club last night
and saw Flogging Molly and Andrew WK at the Vic. I
gotta leave after this," Knoxville said at a round-table
interview in support of his new film , Jackass: The Movie.
Chicago was the I Oth city Knoxville said he had visited in
about two weeks.
Knoxville reached celebrity status thanks to the MTV
show "Jackass," in which a group of hooligans perform
pranks and stunts meant to shock and entertain. "We don't
really think this is going to make people laugh,"
Knoxville said. "If we laugh, then it means it's all right."
The idea for "Jackass" sprung from a collaboration of
those involved with the West Coast skateboard magazine
Big Brother- for which Knoxville was a freelance
writer- and the East Coast CKY skateboarding videos.
Jeff Tremaine, a Big Brother editor, enlisted the help of
his longtime friend Spike Jonze in capturing video of
Knoxv ille and fri ends acting up. MTV saw it and
"Jackass" became a regular show in its lineup.
After "Jackass" was canceled a year and a half ag(}partially due to continual legal problems-director
Tremaine and producer Jonze (director of music videos by
the Beastie Boys and R.E,M. as well as the film Being
John Matkovich) approached Knoxville about creating a
Pholo by Ben lJJI Paramount Pictures
naughty 90-minute R-rated version of the TV show for the
Johnny Knoxville (In the foreground) from a scene in his new movie 'Jackass,' which opened Oct 25.
big screen.
"Everyo)le seems to be going a little bigger, taking young men who wander the world in search of love and give it away, but you'll never look at little toy cars or
Ryan Dunn the same again. We won' t be getting any
things a little further with the movie," Tremaine is quoted companionship."
as saying in a press release from Paramount Pictures. "In
Knoxville seemed to agree. "I think everyone did this endorsements from Hot Wheels that's for sure."
While viewers may wonder how this crew of jackasses
a way, you could say it's a coming-of-age film about nine type of thing growing up and reminds everyone of their
- - - -" '- - - --, childhood," Knoxville said. "Plus, everyone has remained alive after performing self-destructive stunts,
likes to go to car races to watch the wreck ... Knoxville said he has never had any "serious" injuries. "I
it's kind of that mentality."
have had five or six concussions, stitches in my head, a
Jackass: The Movie is entertaining in a number of sprains--but you know, nothing too bad."
way. Even if you fear for the guys' safety,
Knoxville reassures viewers that nothing was taken out or
you eagerly anticipate their next outrageous censored for the film. "I think ours shows what other
act. The stunts in the movie will have you movies don't: a certain spirit that a group of friends have,"
cringing along with this team as their elabo- he said. "Hopefully the movie shows that you're riding
rate and disturbing schemes make you along in the van, that you're part of the club for 90 minutes."
laugh--you may even feel a little violated
According to Knoxville--who is currently filming for
the movie Grand Theft Parsons, which he explained was
after leaving the film.
Knoxville explained a stunt never intend- the reason for his beard-fans of the show "Jackass"
ed for the television v.ersion. "One stunt that shouldn't expect a sequel to the movie or for MTV to s ign
was written for me for the show- which we on for more seasons of the show.
couldn't do for TV-Steve-0 was going to
When asked whether he prefers filming "Jackass" or
do in the movie. But eventually he turned it full-length features, Knoxville said, "I enjoy shooting
down because his father said he would dis- 'Jackass' more [and) traveling all over the world because
own him if he did it," Knoxville said. "But it's just me and my friends doing naughty dumb thingsRyan Dunn stepped in and did it. And I can't but this is it for 'Jackass." '
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HALLOWF~ SPECIAL:

CINEMA CI1tCUIT
0
For this edition of Cinema Circuit, we uncovered
two horror classics and two underrated sequels.

Studio shoots down
'Phone Booth'
By Chris Coates
Assistant A&E Editor

It's a terrifYing prospect: A public telephone rings incessantly on a bustling
urban comer. Out of curiosity, you take
the phone off the receiver and respond.
Why is The Birds so damn scary? It
Th~ gravely voice on the other end tells
could be the unnerving fact these little ravyou a sniper's rifle is trained on the phone
enous beasts fly above heads and crowd
booth: You are in the cross hairs. Hang up,
our feet nearly every moment of the day.
flee or ask for help, and you're shot.
That's probably what director Alfred
Is this the latest act of the Beltway
Hitchcock hoped for when he released this
Sniper, the quick-wined assailant who terhorror classic in 1963.
rorized suburban Washington D.C. for
More than Hitchcock's celebrated
nearly a month?
Psycho ( 1960), The Birds relied on the
Nope, this is the plot of the motion picsimple formu la of placing ordinary and
ture Phone Booth, starring Kiefer
appealing characters in bizarre circumTHE GATE II
Sutherland and Forest Whitaker, originally
stances.
slated for release on Nov. 15. But considThe Birds is the story of a northern
When we last saw Glen, his sister AI and ering the dozen sniper shootings around
California coastal town fac ing a bombard- his buddy Terry, they were sitting on the the nation's capital this month, the fi lm's
ment by-appropriately- feathered verte- porch of their severely damaged home production and distribution studio has
brates of the egg-laying sort.
after they had managed to stop a horde of delayed its release. Jamie Holcomb, 20th
With kamikaze-like precision, birds of demons and close the gateway to hell. Century Fox's manager of regional publicvarious breeds injure pedestrians, strike Their home was still smoking from battle,
ity and promotion, said the studio has yet
moving cars and generally wreak havoc on but audiences were led to believe that to set a release date. The fi lm's website
this sleepy seaside locale.
everything was going to be OK.
was also pulled after Fox announced the
Vintage Hitchcock, complete with psyHowever, Terry (Louis Tripp) becomes postponement.
chological twists and turns (it's unclear a little too interested in evil, and, as a stuBut the postponement of Phone Booth is
exactly why the varmi nts attack), impres- dent of demonology, he studies the finer not the first time the industry has pulled a
sive mid- '60s special effects (birds on points of the devil and his minions. He
major release due to national affairs.
strings) and a chilling sound effects track, eventually discovers another gateway. The
The most memorable of these, of
make The Birds a must-see for the All demons he meets grant him and his col- course, came after the Sept. 11 attacks,
Hollow's Eve season. -Chris Coates
leagues wishes that (gasp!) don't tum out when studios across the county scrambled
the way they had hoped.
to pull films dealing with terrorists.
What made The Gate such a venerable
Collateral
Damage-with
Arnold
classic was an appearance by (gasp, Schwarzenegger as a Los Angeles fi reCARRIE
again!) a 14-year-old Stephen Dorff, but fighter looking for payback after a bombthe sequel , aside from Say Anything's ing perpetrated by terrorists- and Big
Another Halloween feature aptly Pamela Segall, is fu ll of no-name losers,
Trouble-a slapstick Tim Allen comedy
described as "disturbing." Carrie is the not to mention hundreds of ugly gob lins.
about, of all things, a nuclear warhead
tale of a teenage girl (Sissy Spacek) who The decent special effects-including fullaboard a commercial airliner- were
faces the peril of constant ridicule from sized humans mutating into about seven delayed for months. Upon their eventual
her classmates and her delusional mother little demons-are noted.
releases, both reaped considerably less(Piper Laurie) at home. Such pressure
- Michael Hirtzer
than-expected earnings.
:--:---.--:--on
comes to a head in perhaps the most referEven films that dodged the cutting block
enced scene in modem horror filmmaking:
faced alterations by sensitive distributors.
Carrie's revenge on a gymnasium full of
Images of the World Trade Center were
her tormentors bent on destroying her
edited out of several pictures, including
prom with a bucket of pig's blood.
Spider-Man and Men in Black II. In
Based on a novel by Stephen King,
Robert Redford's The Last Castle, the
Carrie feat ures striking cinematography
image of an American flag flown upside
along with mid- '70s si lver screen charm.
down- the universal signal of maritime
Hardly your typical graphic horror flick,
distress-was removed in fear of unpatriCarrie is nonetheless a noteworthy addiotic sentiments.
tion to your Halloween viewing repertoire.
Perhaps the most noted holdup was that
-Chris Coates
of 0, the updated version of Shakespeare's
"Othello" set in a modem high school. It
was filmed in 1999 and set for release
POLTERGEIST III
months after the shootings at Columbine
High School-an event that paralleled a
If Chicago didn't already have enough
high school murder sequence in 0 . The
poltergeists, it got one more when director
movie was delayed fo r nearly two years
Gary Sherman (Raw Meat and Vice Squad)
before its release last summer.
brought the popular Poltergeist film series
Another film deferred in the aftermath
" film that, e¥en with (r. .e faulta, Ia
to Chicago for the third- and perhaps
of last fall's attacks was the Joel
non.t~~•l•!i• pleastnar to the ..n••.• ·
greatest-installment. Whi le Craig T.
Schumacher release Bad Company, in
~~~e&!l• pau.. to collect your thOUifllb.
·:i'<
Nelson was a questionable omission, the
which a duo of U.S. agents (Chris Rock
So fuiiiiiiOC to kith andJdn, you'll waittto
cast ofTom Skerritt (Space Camp, Poison
and Anthony Hopkins) are faced with
tee It qaln and apln · and, perbapt, keeping a nuclear bomb out of the hands
Ivy), 14-year-old Lara Flynn Boyle and the
llit•ln:,
.
John Hancock Building, 875 N. Michigan
of terrorists in New York City. Ironically,
Ave., is a combination Zelda Rubinstein
Schumacher also directed Phone Booth,
Such a Vtae,.ble Cla$11C, you'll
couldn't dream of.
his second film to be postponed because of
.•bootleC the damn tiline;, •
The poltergeist and Rev. Kane, who
real-life events.
Elsewhere in the fi lm industry, the
effects of the sniper in Washington D.C.
are muted. Interview with an Assassin, a
film chronicling an ex-marine claiming he
THE BIRDS

eventually raises hell, have followed Carol
Anne Freeling to Chicago, where she's
moved in with relatives and attends a
school for exceptional children.
What follows is one of the craziest, skyscraper-set movies this side of Adventures
in Babysitting. Highlights include a lot of
smoke and mirrors, a very freaky parking
garage puddle and a boy's head melting.
-Michael Hirtzer

···::,:·
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was the gunman on the grassy knoll in the
assassination of President John F.
Kennedy, will premiere on its original
release date of Nov. 15. Assassin is scheduled for distribution across the country on,
of all dates, Nov. 22-the 39th anniversary
of Kennedy's death in Dallas. Eamonn
Bowles, president of Assassin's distributor
Magnolia pictures, said the nationwide
release date was not planned to coincide
with the anniversary of Kennedy's death
in Dallas. Although Bowles said Assassin
does not have "any real bearings on the
sniper [case in D.C.]," he admitted
Magnolia might delay its release in greater
Washington D.C.
That's not always the case in the motion
picture industry.
This summer, Trapped-a film about a
child kidnapper-survived distribution
even in the midst of a summer wrought
with child abductions. Last year, the war
flick Black Hawk Down premiered even
while the U.S. entered the war on terror
and The Sum ofAll Fears captivated audiences while worries of "dirty bombs" percolated the airways.
But frequentl y motion picture studios
have too much to risk on a picture that
mirrors or even references graphic events
in the real world.
And with Phone Booth, professor of
psychology at Kansas State Un iversity
Richard Harris said a delay is not surprising.
"The problem, I think, with something
like a movie about a sniper, is that reminds
[audiences] too much of what's going on
in the real world," Harris said. " Real people actually do have these worries; this is
not just this fantasy of the movie."
That said, with an arrest last week in the
real-life case of the Beltway Sniper, Phone
Booth might be destined for shelving altogether.
Dr. Tim Shary, an assistant professor of
screen studies at Clark Univers ity in
Worcester, Mass., said the fi lm won't likely make an appearance for at least a few
weeks. If the heat is too much from audiences, Phone Booth may only be "put out
on video in five to six months," according
to Shary.
.
"The oddity is that it reveals that [Phone
Booth] presumes as if it was entertaining
about a sniper picking off people altogether," Shary said.
That's the same case for films delayed
after Sept. 11 and this month's sniper:
Nuclear warheads on planes and gunmen
bent on killing the innocuous are simply in
bad taste in general, according to Shary.
And that's where studios go wrong.
"[Audiences] like to put themselves in
vicarious danger," Harris said. " But it
can't be so real the person can actually feel
in danger from it."

:;<....

Costumes
Continued from Page 17

and the "out-of-control teens."
Either costume would require
speaking at a 3rd-grade educational level. For the "Who's my baby's
daddy?" costume, carry around a
small child (preferably real) and
argue all night with several guys
about who slept with whom and
when. As an "out-of-control teen,"
wear the skimpiest clothes in your
closet (may I suggest a bikini top
with short cut-off jeans?) and
swear so much that you' d make a
truck driver blush.
Bonus: Get a tall guy friend to
dress in camouflage fatigues to be
·
a drill sergeant.
La Rouche
Campaign
Volunteer
You can wear your regular
street clothes, but you want to
make either some buttons or an "I

Love Lyndon" T-shirt. Steal some
fl iers and campaign material from
the real volunteers to make your
costume even more authentic.
Stand on a random comer and
annoy passersby with the stolen
fl iers and argue about how great
LaRouche's ideas would be for the
future of our country. Don't know
what LaRouche's plans are? Make
them up. No one will know the
difference.
Bonus: Convince your parents
to let you put a bullhorn on top of
the fami ly van for the day.
Hugh H efner
Spray your hair gray or get a
short gray wig. Walk around in
pajamas and a bathrobe al l day.
Grin like an idiot because you're
old and the idol of most men
because you are constantly sur-
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rounded by young ladies. Try to
get at least one plastic blond
female to play a "bunny" and
walk around with you all day.
Bonus: Actually convince
someone that the women like
you for you and not because
you're Hugh Hefner.
Justin G uarini (America n
Idol runner-up)
Wear too-tight pants and an
ugly polyester shirt you stole
from your dad/uncle/older brother. Don't forget the brown afro,
cheesy smile and lounge-singer
moves. Have a brunette friend
fo llow you around all day drooling a Ia Paula Abdul.
Bonus: Te ll everyone how
great your career is going and
that you can't wait until someone
calls you back so you can get a

record deal:
Dick Cheney
Wear your best suit and a bald
cap. Walk around all day and
when people ask about Enron or
the economy tell them "We will
not live at the mercy of terrorists." Then clutch your chest near
your heart to effectively change
the subject. Don't leave home
without your puppet, "Dubya."
Bonus: Get people at work or
at a party to ask others, " Where's
Cheney?" Because, after all ,
where is Cheney? Of course ,
these are just a few ideas to help
you out. You may not choose one
of these costumes but hopefully
they got the creativity flowing.
And if you already have a costume idea, maybe one of these
ideas will work for you next year.

BE ALEADER

AMONG

LEADERS
* * * * *

With your bachelor's
degree , you can
bec ome an Army
Officer and be a leader
amo ng lead ers . In
Off i cer Candidate
School (OCS), you'l l
learn managemen t
and leadership
techniques. Apply now.
Openings are limited.
>>Call Seraeant Yates at
312-202-0430 to find out
about e ol lete lo.an
repayment and more Army

benefits.
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Ignore with
contempt
5 _ Polo
tO Skilled
14 Top-rated
t5 Single-masted
ship
t6 S19nal sound
17 Philippines island
19 Deserve
20 Prepare to be
knighted
21 ' Banana Boat
Song" s1nger
23 Sovoet doctator
25 Embrace
26 Exost
28 Otscr,mmation
30 Coarse f1les
34 Scorched
36 Cralty
38 lnloeld cover.
broelly
39 Intrudes on
41 Marilyn's blonde
part?
43 Menu plan
44 Polish
46 Sycophants
47 Turn out
49 Jazz style
51 Switch positions
52 Rong off.
54 Nuclear reaction
56 Ecuadonan
ISlands
60 Brother's
daughter
63 Spike or brad
64 Underground pil
66 Asoan range
67 Casals'
1nstrument
68 Songstress
Fitzgerald
69 Chopper
70 Clly on the Ruhr
71 R over blocks ·
1
2
3
4
5

DOWN
Plunder
Lunchtime
Unqualifoed
French topper
Letters of a
flavor enhancer

SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS America's #1
Student Travel Tour Operator Sell Trips earn cash Travel Free
Information/Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
***ACT NOW! Guarantee the best spring break prices! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Florida &Mardigras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps Needed,EARN$$$.
Group Discounts for 6+
1-888-THINK SUN (1888-844-6578 dept 2626) ,
www.springbreakdiscounts.com

6 Excuses
7 Gnawing
mammals
8 Unruffled
9 Winfrey of "The
Color Purple"
10 Annuls
11 Three·
salad
12 R oga reSident
13 Fencong tool
18 Tickled pink
22 Hair of the dog
24 Dock worker
26 Stand
27 Healed
argument
29 Plumbing joinl
31 Bacteria causing
food poosoning
32 Groom oneself
33 Pirouettes
35 Without a doubt
37 Walk·the-dog
toys
40 Under : pref.
42 Fret
45 Hoodwinks

Solutions
N
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3 0 3 I
N 0
S N 0
N 3 V'4
I 3 1 3
d !j 'o/ 1

s
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3
3
d

3

d

s v

!l
1 N 0
1 'o/ !j
3 3 8
1 8 'o/

3 s
0 1 1
3 0 1 0
N
s 0
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d 0 8 3
3 A
8
!j 0 1
•
.
A 1 s
!j
3 1
n H N
,! 'o/ 1 3
!j 0 0
d 0 0
0 0 !j

48 Energy
50 Energetoc activity
53 Obvious
pretense
55 Lubed
56 Wildebeests
57 Org. for seniors

A !J d s
1 'o/ !l n
1 I 'o/ N
'o/ 1 'o/ 0

s 3
3 0
0 !j
!) 'o/ d
,! 3

!j

8

n

n

d

!l

s 3
• a
s 'o/

0
3
1

I 1 v
8
1
I 0 3
1 s
'o/ V'4

0 N 3
1 3 I 0
'o/" N I
N !l n 8
3 !j 'o/
1 s
3 3 N ><
!j !j 0 0
3 N 0 v
a n N S

58 Baloney
manufacturer?
59 Takes off
61 Serene
62 Noteworthy
limes
65 Inmate

DIGITAL EDITOR WANTED: 'The Big Fat Nude Hippo Show" is
seeking an individual who has an interest to learn how to edit on
a digital editor, (Video Toaster). You'll simply need past
experience on a digital editor, be willing to work in a creative
environment and become a quick learner! Forward cover letter
and resume to: HIPPO VIDEO EDITOR - c/o Lossano
Entertainment- Sears Tower- P.O. Box 06167- Chicago, IL
60606-0167- or e-mail: Production@NudeHippo.comCurrently, there is no pay, just great experience & exposure!
Internet jobs.Earn cash surfing the web and reading
email.www.aabeka.ca.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED $250 a day potential Local
Positions 1-800-293-3985 ext. 260
Free Business Seminar. Partake in makeovers, test product,
hear about business opportunities. Contact Joelle at
773-505-3116 or joellegeiger@attbi.com
PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD TODAY! ONLY 25 CENTS PER
WORD WITH A $5 MINIMUM. CALL 312-344-7432 FOR MORE
INFORMATION.

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Eam $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraisin g event. Our programs
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so get with the program! It works. Contact
at
(888)
923-3238,
or
visit
CampusFun draiser
www.campusfundraiser.com

.. ...
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mm·VICTORY SCREENPRINONG
SPECIAliSTS IN SCREENPRINTING
T·Shirts, Hooded Sweats, Windbreakers
and more for your band, business,
restaurant, club, etc.
We turn your designs into the real thing.
Promote your product, make money and
look professional.

*FAST TURNAROUND* GREAT PRICES*
*LAST MINUTE NO PROBLEM *
WE ARE THE OFACIAL PRINTER FOR VICTORY RECORDS
Phone: (312)666-8661 x109 ·Email: luke@vic1oryrecord.can /www.shir1s-now.com

We accept VISA I MC I AMEX - Convenient West Loop location

www.shiiiS-now.com

-·

UndergrOlJo~s~if~n~~sement \.:
Mon. -Thurs. 8-6, Fri. 8-3

this week,s specials:
Grilled Cheese Sandwich with Small Soup $3.75
Individual Foccacia
Grilled vegetables and goat cheese $3.50
Fried Chicken
...,.._....,__ Mashed potato, gravy and vegetables $4.00

Soups:
Monday - Chicken Gumbo, Tuesday - Cream of Chicken & Rice,
Wednesday - Black Bean, Thursday - Mexican Cheese

:;.
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Bears desperate to improve
0

Chicago defense not performing, hampered by key Injuries
Left: Chicago back-up
quarterback Chris
Chandler got the call Oct.
20 to fill in for an injured
Jim Miller. Chandler set an
NFL record starting for his
seventh team.

Jordan sues woman for
extortion
Former Bulls star Michael Jordan filed a lawSUit against a woman whom he had a relationship with more than 10 years ago. He claims
that she is trying to extort $5 million from him to
keep quiet about the relationship. The lawsuit
states that Jordan paid her $250,000 of hush
money to prevent her from going public about
their affair. According to the lawsuit, Jordan
never offered to pay her any more money, but
she is trying to obtain more. Jordan, who
returned to the Washington Wizards last season after a five-year absence, has refused to
talk to the media about the situation.

RECEIVE[
OCT 2 9 2002
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COLLEGE LIDRAI

Kile to get Hall of Fame
consideration
Former St. Louis Cardinal pitcher Darryl Kile,
who died of heart disease on June 22 in his
Chicago hotel room, will be on the Hall of Fame
ballot in 2003. Major League Baseball decided
to waive the five-year waiting period that is
required of players after they retire.
The only other players to have the waiting
period waived are Roberto Clemente and
Thurman Munson, who both died in plane
crashes in the middle of their careers. The former Pittsburgh Pirate outfielder, Clemente died
on Dec. 31 , 1972, and was elected into the Hall
of Fame three months later. Munson, a New
York Yankee catcher and team captain, passed
away on Aug. 2, 1979. He was on the Hall of
Fame ballot in 1981 , but only received 63 votes.
Kile was 133-119 with a 4.12 ERA in 11 major
league seasons.

Below: Bears wide receiver
Dez White has been inconsistent, but healthy this
season.

Browns' Lerner dies
Cleveland Browns owner and billionaire AI
Lerner dred Oct. 23 at the age of 69. The cause
of death rs unknown, but Lerner underwent surgery in May 2001 to reportedly remove a brain
tumor. Lerner ranked 36th in Forbes
Magazme's 2002 list of the richest Americans.
He reportedly had a net worth of $4.3 billion.
Lerner brought the Browns back to Cleveland
as an expansron team in 1998 after the city lost
the team three years earlier when Art Modell
moved the franchise to Baltimore and changed
therr name to the Ravens. Modell paid $530
millron for the new franchise .

No Magic for SuperSonics
Former Los Angeles Laker star Magic
Johnson has decided not to purchase a 5-percent share of the Seattle SuperSonics. He
would have had to sell hrs 5-percent share of
the Lakers Johnson reportedly withdrew his
brd after speakrng wrth Lakers owner Jerry Buss
about buying hrs share for more money than he
ongrnally wanted.

Fire lose Bradley, gain
Faria from MetroStars
Bob Bradley. head coach of the Chrcago Frre
resrgned last week to assume head coachrng
dutres for the MetroStars The Frre acqurred
2001 MaJor League Soccer Rookre of the Year.
Rodngo Fana, and an undrsclosed 2004 draft
prck from the MetroStars for Bradley Bradley
was the Ftre's only head coach s1nce the franchise's 1998 1nceptron. and hrs 82 -54-15 record
rs the be st 1n the MLS Bradley led the Frre to
Nln the MLS Cup rn 1998. and back-to-back
diVISIOn hiles 1n 2000 and 2001
Farra. a nahve of Rro de Janerro has made 49
MLS appearances wrth the MetroStars s1nce
2()() 1. rackrng up 4 7 pornts from 20 goals and
~'lv'ln ass1st~
The Frre has yet to prck
f:lradley"s SUCC'JSSIJI

By Rudolph Sanchez
Contributing Writer
Despite the numerous injuries the Chicago Bears have
suffered they refuse to use it as an excuse for their losing ways. Which begs the question- what is the problem? And who is respons ib le?
'"I don 't think injuries sho uld be an excuse for how we
have been playing," !lead Coach Dick Jauro n said. "We
j ust haven't had some plays go our way."
Jauron has stopped sho rt of naming players that need
better pcrfonnance. The Bears defense is nowhere near
the squad it was a year ago . It has given up over 350
yards of total offense per game and, with the exception
of Green Bay, has not played upper tier teams.
It is not much of a surprise, when things go awry the
majority of the blame is directed toward the best players. In the case of the Chicago Bears, all eyes arc on
Brian Urlachcr.
" If the team is struggling. someone a lways wants to
point the finger,'" Urlachcr said. '"It doesn 't matter if it"s
the quarterback. or it might be me. That 's tine. We are
not playing well on defense and I cnn take some of the
blame.'"
IJuring the o ff-season Urlnchcr gni ncd weight and
worked on maintaining his ' peed. When you look 111 his
numhe rs he i' ha vinl! 11 grent seastlll. l Jrlucher hns n
totu l of 61 tackle• and has rcl!istcrell no less 1111111 ci!!hl

tackles in a game. He opened the season with II tackles
against the Minnesota Vikings.
" I feel like I am having the best season of my career,"
Urlacher said. '"I feel am playing better than my first two
years."
Even with all the tackles Urlacher has. opposing teams
arc averagi ng 125 yards of rushing per game. The Bears
rank 32nd in the NFL in rushing. Week after week average running backs have career games against the Bears.
The Detroit Lions ran the ball up the middle right at
Urlacher and Detroit running back James Stewart galloped for a career-high 172 yards.
The loss of run stopper Ted Washington has become
the Bears biggest liability. With Washington out teams
continue to isolate Urlacher and he continues to stay
locked up with blockers.
If teams continue to run up the middle he will not have
opportunities to utilize his unbelievable lateral speed.
Even with the huge numbers Urlacher has yet to make
the big play which could tum the season around.
Urine her is not the only defensive player that needs to
step up. For the season the Bears defensive buck have
o nly three interceptions and give up 233 passing yards
per gnmc.
Mike Brown who was n t..ey plnymakcr last car has
on ly one interception.
"We need to step up and mnt..c st>me pln~s.'" Bro"n
snid . "We ha ve been in dusc !!tunes and cnn't seem to
muke the plnys "c mndc n ycnr ago."
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Former NFL greats lament:
tackling has become a lost art
0

High salaries, risk of injury cause players to exercise more caution

By Brian Schmitz
The Orlando Sentinel
"Grab! Grab! Grab!" bellows Vince Lombardi. "Grab!
Grab! Grab! Everybody's grabbing out there!"
Lombard i is critiquing a poor tackling effort by his
Green Bay Packers, his laser glare hot enough to melt the
frozen tundra.
Dave Robinson doesn't need to see the grainy film clip
of h1s old coach's famous tirade. He still hears
Lombardi's gravelly voice rumbling through his sleep
some 35 years later. There was no greater sin for a
Packers defender than to miss a tackle.
"Oh my, no," said Robinson, the former star linebacker.
'That would send Vince 's voice up I 00 decibels higher
than humanly possible. He would be-how should 1 say
this-perturbed."
Lombardi would have screamed until he was hoarse
watching today's NFL stars, many of whom fail to grasp
the concept-along with a lot of ball-carriers.
There are a lot of hits- and even more misses, it seems.
John Madden said during a "Monday Night Football"
telecast this year that tackling in the league was the worst
he had seen in years.
Just last week, Detroit Lions President Matt Millen and
Mike Ditka-two former hard-nosed players- were
lamenting on a Chicago radio station about defenders
from the Deion Sanders school who shy away from contact.
"I don't think it's a lack of talent," Ditka said. " It's a
lack of courage."
"You see things that are
glaring from a technique
standpoint. Looks like they
have two left feet. It just
drives me insane," said Hallof-Farner Jack Youngblood.
(or
Every
Sunday
Monday), you hear a coach
complain about how a 2-yard
loss was turned into a 25yard gain, a touchdown and,
perhaps, a defeat.
Why does this seemingly
fundamental funct ion escape
the pros like so many runaway tailbacks? Theories
abound.
Blame Prime Time
We're talking Neon Deion,
aka Prime Time- and the
postgame show seemingly named in his honor: ESPN's
NFL Primetime. Sanders deservedly earned a rap as a
player who would much rather strut his stuff as a "cover
corner': than stick his nose into a pile.
Playmg to the cameras became even more fashionable
in an entertainment-driven era of sports. Instead of executing basic tackling techniques-square up, drive
through and wrap up-some players---<alled "headhunters"-go for the big hit that excites the crowd and
can be seen immediately on the J umbotron and replayed
later on highlight shows. Spectacular, bone-jarring hits
are not discouraged in NFL promotions, either.
" It's like these guys are trying to make it look like EA
Sports Madden 2003," said Reggie Williams, a former
all-pro linebacker with Cincinnati.
Bucs star Warren Sapp learned the fundamentals of
tackling at Apopka (Fla.) High Schooi-"Rip, wrap, grab
cloth, head across the bow, all that," he said- but "the
message gets lost, and it transfers over to, ' I'm gonna kill
hi m!' You just fall into that frame (of mind) sometime.
"Not me. I j ust grab 'em and hold 'em. You want to
fight, here come (safety) John Lynch and (linebacker
Derrick) Brooks, and you're getting killed."
Sapp said poor tackling could result in players adhering
to responsibilities of their defensive system. "There are
too many times now where people are trying to play this
defense, a one gap, where, 'I trust you to be there. (I f)
you're not there, it's to the house.' That makes it look like
there's no tack!ing going on, but most times its gap
assignment," he said.
Defens ive coaches also try counterpunching against
wide-open offenses. "Today, guys also go to make the big
turnover," said Robinson, the Lombardi disci ple. "They
try to tackle the ball instead of the ball-carrier. You can't
do both. They're trying to punch the ball out when they
should be making the tackle."
Practice, dummies, practice
Many said today's teams simply don't spend enough
time tackling. " It's all about technique and want-to, and
it's been that way from the '70s, '80s, ' 90s and now,"
Youngblood said. "The issue is going back to basics and
doing it over and over in practice until it gets ingrained in
you. If you don't practice it, you can't do it."
The injury factor always has caused teams to proceed
with caution in practice, but with the rise in salaries and
the millions invested in star players, they may be even
more careful today, leaving defenders to adjust to the

physical demands of tackling on Sundays.
"With the salary cap," said New Orleans Coach Jim
Haslett, "you can't afford to get anybody hurt, because
it's hard to replace guys who are hurt."
With the stars avoiding the risk in the exhibition season, it is not entirely surprising that games early this season, for example, were high scoring. Tacklers are rusty.
The Bills missed five tackles against the Jets in the opening game on Chad Morton's two touchdown returns. The
Bucs missed 20 tackles in a 26-20 loss to the Saints in
week one.
"You have so much invested now in your offensive
weaponry that those guys are treated like fragile goods,"
Williams said.
After the Ravens lost to the Panthers, Ozzie Newsome,
Baltimore senior vice president of football operations,
said, "Guys weren't on the field during the preseason to
gauge the speed of the game, and judging that speed is
vital to making tackles. You have a lot of new guys getting together on defense, and that takes time."
Most teams during the week simulate tackling techniques, hitting a blocking sled and "doing everything but
making the tackle. That's a key," Lynch said.
"Because after a while, the finish ing part, that will
come. Break down, get your arms loaded, and do everything but hit the man. That's something, if you repeat it
over and over, you just entrench that in your mind, and it
becomes muscle memory."
Oakland safety Rod Woodson, who played on a fierce,
record-setting Ravens defense that spawned a Super Bowl
XXXV victory, said, " We tackled every single day in
Baltimore, even without pads. We worked on form tackling."
Lynch admits seeing
"sloppy tackling" around the
league but says the Bucs
coaches emphasize the lost
art. "We stress it here," Bucs
Defensi ve
Coordinator
Monte Kiffin said. "Our
position coaches work on
form tackling every week.
We check our tackles every
game. We make a big thing
out of it because it is important.
"I tell them, this game is
really funny. There's a
pigskin- a football- and
- Mike Ditka you try to get it in the end
zone. And you know what? If
you tackle a guy, it's pretty
amazing, because then he can't get it into that end zone,
and you win."
Contact is in the contract
Tackling requires that a defender disregard his wellbeing. He must initiate and invite collisions against offensive players who seemingly become bigger, stronger and
faster. In other words, not minding means taking a shoulder or a stiff-arm to the jaw.
The job requires a strong constitution. Ask what the
feeli ng of making a perfectly executed tackle meant to
Williams, the former Bengal turned Disney exec, and he
is overcome with emotion.
"Tackling is a very personal experience," he said. "I
played for the contact, taking it to an opponent. The feeling it gave me to drive through a man, well, I can't really
talk about, because it might not be good for my career at
Disney. Tackling is not a Disney-like experience.
"But when you tackle, you can't be worried about your
health. It takes such a sacrifice and commitment. After it's
over, you start counting teeth and taking a damage assessment. The money guys make today, they need to stay on
the field. Some players wonder whether it's worth it to
make that tackle."
Williams doesn't buy into the theory that offensive
players have evolved into supermen capable of leaping
over defe nders in a single bound.
"Defensive players have gotten bigger and faster, too,"
he said. " I played against Bo Jackson and Refrigerator
Perry. There aren 't guys today bigger and faster than
those two. I don 't believe it's the dimensions. It's the
desire."
Robinson agrees, say ing, "There's such a mental aspect
to tackling."
The physical aspect causes coaches to cuss and
announcers to criticize players who struggle to get their
arms around a problem that has no easy solution.
Robinson remembers former Packers Coach Phi l
Bengston showing defenders a film clip of a player making "the perfect tackle."
" He was chasing the guy down after an interception,
getting position, lowering his shoulder and wrapping up
the defensive back. Perfect form! And that's from a guy
who never practices tackling," Robinson said. "You don't
think tackling is desire? He made that tackle because he
had to."
The tackler? A quarterback by the name of Johnny
Unitas.

"I don't think
it's a lack of
talent. It's a
lack of
courage."

Ryan Saunders
Sports Editor
Would you be able to finagle your way into
Continental Airlines Arena past security and PR
people? Then could you convince New Jersey
Nets forward Richard Jefferson to take a break
from his off-season relaxation to take you to
the team's practice facility, play a game of HO-R-S-E with you -and then beat him?! I
sure couldn't, but that's exactly what Tony and
his Team Contact cohorts did to complete one
of 40 sports-related tasks on the second and
third episodes of ESPN 's "Beg, Borrow &
Deal," the network's reality game show.
Perhaps even harder than the tasks themselves, and maybe even harder than Rafael
Palmeiro, is the contestants' cross-country journey from Times Square to AI Capone's cell on
Alcatraz Island without food, transportation,
lodging or even the ability to touch money.
With nothing more than their clothes, driver's
licenses and an ESPN camera crew in tow, the
show's two teams of four contestants are forced
to fend for themselves, relying heavily on the
kindness of strangers to win the game. While
"Road Rulers" may have to eat cattle entrails or
set themselves on fire or whatever MTV makes
them do these days, they at least get the comfort of a fully-loaded Ikea catalog on wheels,
Nextel phones and all the American Eagle
Outfitters clothes they could dream of wearing.
And though they may win some cash or a
snazzy new Saturn Coupe (woo-hoo!) they
don 't receive two tickets, all expenses paid, to
any four championship events of their choice.
Now there's a true prize. I'd personally go to
Wimbledon, Roland Garros, the Super Bowl
and either let my mum and pops attend whatever golf tournament they're into, or go to the
World Series.
The seventh and second-to-last episode of
"Beg, Borrow & Deal" airs Tuesday at 7 p.m.,
and ESPN is already looking for new contestants for the second season. Sign me up! Of all
the "reality" schlock out there today, "B, B &
D" is by far the most challenging and unique in
its simplicity. I mean "Survivor"? All that
backstabbing might blacken my sunny aura.
" Big Brother"? I can barely sit still in a threehour class; I'd never be able to survive in that
house for a couple of months. "Fear Factor"?
Unless NBC lets me compete against fi ve
Playboy Playmates, eating wombat brains just
doesn't seem worth it. "The Real World" or
"Road Rules"? Puh-leeze! Besides, after reading my homegirl Ryann Zalewski's article in
last week's Chronicle about her .03 percent
chance of making the cut, I'd rather put my
money on my high school football team (Go
Erabs!) beating the Bears-the odds would definitely be better.
But seriously, how cool would it be to be on
that show? Not only is facing the possibility
of having to sleep in the gutter on a nightly
basis exciting, but nobody expects you to
brush your teeth. And you get to hang out
with professional athletes. Those that have
helped the two teams- Jefferson, Jason
Sehorn, Jesse Palmer, Summer Sanders,
Freddie Brathwaite, and Barry Gardner, among
others- have all been amazingly cool and
down to earth. Gardner even let Team Contact
crash in his home, use his shower, his phone
and eat his food. I could do the "Road Rules"
thing and go bungee jumping or sky diving
whenever I want, but when would I have
another chance to eat all of a Philadelphia
Eagles linebacker's Spaghetti-Os? Probably
definitely never.
Though I love this show, I don't want to
sound as if I' m kissing ESPN behind. I have
thoroughly enjoyed ES PN Original
Entertainment's sports-related programming:
i.e. "The Season" and A Season on the Brink.
And the network has another original TV
movie, The Junction Boys premiering in
December, as well as plans to make an Any
Given Sunday-ish drama series. I just hope
they don't turn into MTV. Remember when
MTV played almost only music videos? I do.
I was like I 0, playing Legos with my neighbors
and watching Motley Crue's "Dr. Feelgood"
video over and over and over.
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Hawks still looking to get on track
0

Absence of Daze, Fleury results in slow start for Chicago

October 28. 2002

NCAA wants to
raise Division I
academic
requirements
0
Higher GPAs, SAT
scores and quicker
degree completion may
be on the way
ByWIIITemby
The Daily cardinal

Dwayne M. Thomas/Chronicle

Above: Chicago goalkeeper Joceyln Thibault nearly gets scored on by Calgary's Craig Conroy, at the United Center on Oct. 19. Below
Left: Chicago's Steve Sullivan sets up an assist against the Minnesota Wild last Thursday. Right: Calgary's Martin Gelinas celebrates
a goal during the Flames' route of the Blackhawks.

By Dustin Klass
Sports Editor
The new hockey season is already a
roller coaster for the Chicago Blackhawks.
They are off to a 2-3 stan as of press time
and all fi ve teams they have faced did not
make the playoffs last year.
They have lost two in a row as of Oct.
25. After suffering a 5-2 loss to the
Calgary Flames on Oct. 19. the
Blackhawks had a four-day period to think
about the defeat before being beat by the
.\1innesota Wild last Thursday 3-2. The
Blackhawks had the best home record in
the HL last season. and although the season is still young. the team has encountered a lot of distractions.
Right wing Theo Fleury. who came over
from the New York Rangers. has not
played a game so far. He was suspended
for violating the N HL'~ ~ u b~tance abuse
aftercare program. Fleury undergoes dail y
treatment for alcohol ahu~e. Blackhawks
Head Coach Brian Sutter told the Chicago
Sun-Times on Oct. 2 1 that he would not be
' urpmed if Fleury i' back o n the icc within two weeks.
"Whether it's with u ~ or not i,n·t up to
me. It' ~ just the fee ling I get from the program land] the l>chcdulc he\ o n," Sutter
\ aid.
1--lcury had many inddcnh o n and off
the icc la\t '>Ca\on. However. he played in
all 1!2 game' for the Range" and had 24
goah and 3'1 a" i't'.

Eric Daze is another key player absent
from the line-up. Daze underwent surgery
to repair a herniated disc in his back, and
he is hoping to return to action sometime
in November. He had a similar procedure
done in March of 2000. and came back the
followi ng season to set career highs in
goals. assists and points. Daze said he is
looking forward to getting back on the ice
and helping the Blackhawks offense. but
stresses that it could take some time to
return to form.
"As a player you always want to go
early. but at the same time it's still a dayto-day thing. wondering how you're going
to feel the next morning.'' Daze said. " But
right now. I'm feeling better than I have in
a long time: ·
How big of a factor is Daze? He led the
league in l>Coring last season with 38 goals
and 32 assists. He was also the MVP of
the All -Star Game. After losing Tony
Amontll- who had 66 points last seasonto free agency. Daze has to pick up the
~ l ack . Alex Zhamno v leads the team in
poinh (4 ). goals ( I) and assists (4) as of
Friday.
La't week. Sutter mixed up the lines to
get other players produc ing more. He split
up the young A-B-C line. which consists
of Tyler Arnason , Mark Bell and Kyle
Calder line so they could help their teammates ' produc tion.
None of the
Blac khawk players rank among the NHL's
top 50 in ~coring and as,ists. In their
dcfcn,e. they have o nly played five games
while mmt team' have played more by

this point. The Blackhawks have scored a
total of 10 goals. They staned a 19-day,
11-game stretch last Thursday when they
took on Minnesota.
After the loss to Calgary, Sutter stressed
that the Blackhawks are not going to be
handed anything and injuries cannot be
blamed for any mishaps.
"It's a game of battles and inches [and)
don 't forget about it," Sutter said. " You
[have] to battle for everything you get. If
you don't, you're not going to have what
you want and generally it's going to jump
up and bite you at the other end."
Goalie Jocelyn Thibault has allowed
eleven goals in the five regular season
games they played. including a shutout
against the Buffalo Sabres on Oct. 13. He
has 92 saves with a .9 11 save percentage
as of press time .
Thibault came under fire for not playing
well in last year's first round playoff loss
to the St. Louis Blues. Some fans think
Sutter should be staning backup goalie
Steve Passmore over Thibault. However.
Thibault started 21 of the first 22 games.
and played in 6 7 games total. He was 3323-9 and had a .902 save percentage.
Passmore played in 23 games and was 85-4 w ith a .904 save percentage.
This new hockey season has had its ups
and downs for the Blackhmvks. There
have been plenty of surprises. And if the
T;unpa Bay Lighting can get off to a 4-02 start , the Blackhawks might have a shot
at the Stanley Cup.

(U-WIRE) MADISON, Wis. -The
NCAA proposed a packet of changes
last Tuesday that would drastically
change academic standards for
Division I student athletes. The association's board of directors will make a
decision on the measure next week,
possibly putting the changes into effect
by Aug. I, 2003.
Currently, athletic recruits at
Division I schools must have a composite SAT score of 820 and a 2.5
grade point average in core high
school classes. However, students with
stronger SAT scores can compensate
for an inadequate GPA.
The measures presented by
Tuesday' s panel would allow students
with lower SAT scores to compensate
with a higher GPA.
"Using 20 years of research data, we
have established that grade-point in
these core classes is just as important
as test scores in predicting academic
success," said Wallace Renfro, NCAA
academic eligibility and public affairs
liaison. "Colleges have been very supportive of the measure as an attempt to
boost graduation rates for student athletes."
The plan would also force athletes to
finish degree requirements at a faster
pace. At present, student athletes are
required to complete 25 percent of
their degree program by the beginning
of their junior years, 50 percent by
their fourth years and 75 percent by
their ftfth years. The proposal would
increase these milestones to 40, 60 and
80 percent, respectively. In addition,
another change would reduce the number of remedial credits that could be
applied to the academic progress standards to six from 12.
Steve Malchow. assistant athletics
director at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison. said he believes
that if GPA is a strong indicator of
future success. the policy is worthy of
consideration.
"[GPAJ is certainly a factor you
want to emphasize.'' Malchow said. "I
think you have to be in favor of that."
While the potential changes can initially be interpreted as a loosening of
standards. the NCAA maintains that
the measure is supported by research
data and promotes a drive towards
graduation over athletic eligibility.
tern1ed "progress toward degn.--e."
Malchow said he thinks the proposed changes would huve a minimal
ctlect on UW-Madison.
" I think our institution as a whole is
a hit higher thun lthc NC AA's] baseline standards. Certainly you can make
appculs for kids who full short. but you
don' t W!lllt to make a habit of that,"
Mnlchow snid.
" I think with our athletes in pnrticulnr. they nil huvc u pretty strong background. so I don' t think thnt's going to
he all'ccting us ns mm:h," said Mike
Eaves, head h1x·kcy couch nt UWMndison. " Here nt the university.
whcl\l \Vl' hnw sud1 high stnndnrds,
ynu ~an't have 11 Jut of kids thnt strug•
gk... yuu'w gut to hnvc kids thnt hnve
thnt nhilit y 111 du pretty wcll in school."

